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Abstract 
The work presented here deals with the investigation of the interaction 
of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with a paradigmatic amyloidogenic protein, 
namely β2-microglobulin (β2m). The interaction between proteins and 
nanoparticles is currently a topic of great interest concerning both 
nanomedical applications and nano-safety issues. However, a deep 
knowledge about the molecular mechanisms that drive these interactions is 
still lacking. 
To contribute improving the understanding of these interactions, several 
techniques (dynamic light scattering, microscopy, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, fluorescence and UV-Vis spectroscopy and quartz crystal 
microbalance) were exploited to elucidate the characteristics of protein-NP 
systems. β2m was chosen as a convenient model for amyloidogenic proteins 
that are quite unstable polypeptides with a high tendency to misfold and 
aggregate into fibrils. Among the nanoparticles, AuNPs were selected for 
their versatility and their widespread application. 
AuNPs with different organic shell composition were synthesized, 
characterized and tested mainly with β2m wild-type and in some cases also 
with two more amyloidogenic variants, i.e. ∆N6 and D76N. The obtained 
results showed that the nature of the organic shell and the dimensions of 
AuNPs play a critical role in determining the nature of the interaction.  
It has been found that 7.5 nm citrate-stabilized AuNPs (Cit-AuNPs) form 
transient adducts with β2m that proved capable of reducing protein 
association and aggregation and, as far as ∆N6 variant is concerned, to avoid 
intrinsic protein partial unfolding. Furthermore, Cit-AuNPs were able to 
partially hamper D76N fibrillogenesis in vitro. AuNPs coated with 6-
mercaptohexanoic acid (MHA), (11-mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-
trimethylammonium (MUTAB) were prepared starting from Cit-AuNPs and 
smaller 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) AuNPs were obtained through a 
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direct synthesis. It was found that MHA-AuNPs caused β2m unfolding and 
its precipitation in protein-NP large agglomerates. On the other hand, 
MUTAB-AuNPs in presence of β2m irreversibly aggregate while the overall 
protein structure was preserved except for some minimal conformational 
changes. With the smaller MPA-AuNPs β2m formed dynamic complexes 
through a highly localized patch maintaining mainly its native structure. 
These results underline once again the complexity and the versatility of 
protein-NP systems, but also suggest the possibility to exploit these 
interactions to interfere with physiological or pathological processes.  
Regardless the specific results obtained with the particular protein-NP 
system considered, in this thesis the inadequacy of some techniques to 
describe quantitatively protein-NP interactions and the care that should be 
taken in the interpretation of the results are highlighted. 
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Abbreviations 
2D 
AFM 
AHT 
ANS 
AT-AuNPs 
AuNPs 
AuNRs 
β2m 
BSA 
CD 
Cit-AuNPs 
CPMG 
cryoEM 
CSA 
Cya 
∆δ 
∆δav 
∆Dsat 
∆fsat 
∆N6 
∆G 
D76N 
DCVJ 
DD 
DEST 
Two dimensional 
Atomic force microscopy 
6-aminohexane thiol 
1-anilinonaphtalene-8-sulfate 
Alkanethiolate-covered gold nanoparticles 
Gold nanoparticles 
Gold nanorods 
β2-microglobulin 
Bovine serum albumin 
Circular dichroism 
Citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles 
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill 
Cryoelectron microscopy 
Chemical shift anisotropy 
Cysteamine 
Chemical shift difference 
Average chemical shift difference 
Dissipation change at saturation 
Frequency change at saturation 
β2m devoid of first six residues at the N-terminus 
Gibbs free energy 
β2m mutated as Asp in position 76 is replaced by Asn  
4-(dicyanovinyl)-julolidine 
Dipole-dipole interaction 
Dark state exchange saturation transfer 
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DLS 
DOSY 
DRA 
DSTEBPP 
HEPES 
HSQC 
IR 
ITC 
MHA 
MHA-AuNPs 
MHC I 
MPA 
MPA-AuNPs 
MUTAB 
MUTAB-AuNPs 
NMR 
NOE 
NPs 
PICUP 
QCMD 
R1 
R2 
R1ρ 
RI 
RIav 
SC 
SDS-PAGE 
SOFAST-  
Dynamic light scattering 
Diffusion ordered spectroscopy 
Dialysis-related amyloidosis 
Double stimulated echo bipolar pulse  
4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 
Heteronuclear single quantum correlation 
Infrared 
Isothermal titration calorimetry 
6-mercaptohexanoic acid  
6-mercaptohexanoic acid-coated gold nanoparticles 
Major histocompatibility complex class I 
3-mercaptopropionic acid 
3-mercaptopropionic acid-coated gold nanoparticles 
(11-mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-trimethylammonium bromide  
(11-mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-trimethylammonium-AuNPs 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Nuclear Overhauser effect 
Nanoparticles 
Photo-induced cross-linking 
Quartz crystal microbalance dissipation 
Longitudinal relaxation rate 
Transverse relaxation rate 
Rotating-frame relaxation rate 
Relative intensity 
Average relative intensity 
Side chain 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
Band-selective optimized flip-angle short-transient  
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                HMQC 
SPR 
TA 
TA/AHT-AuNPs 
TEM 
TGA 
ThT 
TIRFM 
TPE-TPP 
UV-Vis 
W60G 
WATERGATE 
WT 
 
 
heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence  
Surface plasmon resonance 
Thioctic acid 
Thioctic acid and 6-aminohexane thiol-coated AuNPs 
Transmission electron microscopy  
Thermogravimetric analysis 
Thioflavin T 
Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy 
Tetraphenylethene-triphenylphosphonium 
UV-visible 
β2m mutated as Trp in position 60 is replaced by Gly  
Water suppression by gradient tailored excitation 
Wild-type 
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Amino acids abbreviations 
Amino acid One letter abbreviation Three letters abbreviation 
Alanine A Ala 
Cysteine C Cys 
Aspartic acid D Asp 
Glutamic acid E Glu 
Phenylalanine F Phe 
Glycine G Gly 
Histidine H His 
Isoleucine I Ile 
Lysine K Lys 
Leucine L Leu 
Methionine M Met 
Asparagine N Asn 
Proline P Pro 
Glutamine Q Gln 
Arginine R Arg 
Serine S Ser 
Threonine T Thr 
Valine V Val 
Tryptophan W Trp 
Tyrosine Y Tyr 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last years the production, the characterization and the application 
of nanomaterials have attracted the interest of many fields of science like 
physics, chemistry, biology and material science.1–4 In particular, 
nanoparticles (NP) assumed a central role because of their peculiar and 
unique mechanical, optical, chemical and magnetic properties.5–7 
From a biomedical point of view, NPs are intriguing tools to develop 
new smart nanobiomaterials for theranostic applications, but the increasing 
spread of their use calls for attention on their safety assessment.8,9 Therefore, 
research efforts must be performed both in nanomedicine and in 
nanotoxicology.  
In this frame, the investigation of the interaction between nanoparticles 
and proteins is of the highest concern.  
1.1 Nanoparticle-protein corona formation 
NP tendency to reduce their surface energy by interacting with the 
surrounding entities drives the NP surface coverage by biomacromolecules, 
among which proteins are the most abundant ones, as soon as NPs contact a 
biological system.10,11 This dynamic protein layer, called corona (Figure 1.1), 
modulates the behaviour of the NP in the biological environment and the 
cellular response. It has been demonstrated that there can be an inner layer of 
proteins strongly bound to the gold surface with a long residence time, i.e. 
hard corona, and a second shell of proteins, called soft corona, which is 
characterized by a weaker interaction and a fast exchange rate.12,13 It is the 
protein corona that actually interacts with the cellular receptors and 
determines the impact of the nanomaterial on the biological system.14 
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Therefore, understanding the protein layer composition and organization is a 
crucial issue in predicting NP safety.  
 
Figure 1.1 Protein corona schematic representation. The exchange processes with 
their constants are indicated for two different proteins.15 
The corona nature depends on many factors such as the NP physico-
chemical properties, the protein/NP ratio and the specific protein features.16 
Different proteins show different affinities for NP surfaces and can be more 
or less strongly associated with various exchange kinetics. The first layer of 
proteins can be reversibly or irreversibly bound depending on binding 
constants and exchange kinetics. Considering gold nanoparticles, for 
example, it has been proposed that after a first step of reversible association, 
the protein undergoes a reorientation in order to increase the packing density 
and then, for proteins bearing surface cysteines, the binding becomes 
irreversible.17  
1.2 Protein conformational response to 
nanoparticle binding 
Proteins are polymers characterized by a specific amino acid sequence 
which defines their structure. The secondary structure is the local 
arrangement of the polypeptide chain. There are two main local structural 
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units, namely α-helix and β-strand. The overall three-dimensional 
arrangement of these units is the tertiary structure. The native structure of a 
protein is strictly linked to its function implying that any perturbation of the 
latter can lead to severe biological consequences. This explains why the NP 
interaction effect on protein conformation is a key point when investigating 
NP biological impact. 
It has been shown that the adsorption of proteins on NP surfaces can 
affect either in a reversible or irreversible manner the protein conformation 
with potential variation of the function and behaviour.18,19 For example, it 
has been shown that the interaction of bovine serum albumin (BSA) with 
gold nanoparticles essentially preserves the native-like protein structure and 
its esterase activity, whereas in presence of gold nanorods (AuNRs) BSA 
substantially loses its secondary and tertiary structure along with its 
enzymatic activity.20 Moreover, while AuNPs did not modify the BSA 
fibrillation kinetics, AuNRs increase the rate of amorphous aggregate 
formation. 
1.3 Methods for protein corona investigation 
Several methods are commonly used to study protein-nanoparticle 
interaction in order to estimate the binding parameters, e.g. thermodynamic 
constants, kinetic rates and stoichiometry, and elucidate the implications on 
protein structure.  
 
UV-visible spectroscopy 
The absorption spectrum of nanoparticles has been shown to be 
influenced by protein-NP adduct formation.21–24 For example, it was reported 
that adding progressive amounts of azurin to gold nanoparticles lead to red 
shift and broadening of the NP absorption band.25 This phenomenon appears 
to be suitable to study the binding in a fast and easy way, but quantitative 
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results should be taken with proper care, since the contributions to the 
spectrum shape, position and intensity are often not so trivial and simple to 
address, especially in the highly complex NP supramolecular systems. 
 
Fluorescence spectroscopy 
Proteins and nanoparticles could be labelled with fluorescent probes 
whose emission response can be used to track the protein-NP interaction. 
However, the introduction of dyes can affect protein binding leading to 
artefacts. If the protein bears tryptophan residues that contribute to a 
significative intrinsic fluorescence, this technique can be exploited to prove 
the protein structural modifications introduced by the NP presence and 
monitor the NP-protein binding. Steady-state or time-resolved fluorescence 
spectroscopy,21,23,26 fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET),27–29 
stepwise single-molecule photobleaching30 and fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy (FCS)31 have all been used to investigate protein-NP 
interactions. 
 
Infrared and Raman spectroscopy 
Vibrational spectroscopies, Raman and infrared (IR), can be used to 
investigate the conformation and secondary structure of proteins when they 
bind to NPs. With IR spectroscopy, the changes in amide I band (1700 – 1600 
cm-1) are mainly used to sense eventual perturbations in protein 
conformation or to monitor isotopic exchange27,32,33 instead with Raman it is 
possible to access more detailed information not only about the backbone, 
but also about the aromatic and sulfur-including side chains.34,35 For 
example, it was demonstrated that the heme vinyl groups of haemoglobin 
change their orientation from in-plane to out-of-plane as a consequence of 
the interaction with bare CdS quantum dots.34 
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Circular dichroism 
Circular dichroism spectra are characteristic of different secondary 
structures, therefore by this spectroscopic technique it is possible to evaluate 
if the interaction of the protein with the NP affects the extent of α-helices and 
β-sheets.22,27,36 Unless NP size is not too big to give scattering contributions, 
NP usually do not interfere with the protein CD spectrum. This approach is 
very convenient to analyse the protein conformational changes, but it is not 
able to give any information about the locations involved in the structural 
rearrangement. To reach more specific molecular insights, other techniques 
must be exploited. 
 
Dynamic light scattering 
In dynamic light scattering (DLS), the autocorrelation function of the 
scattered light intensity is measured and used to calculate by a Laplace 
transform the particle hydrodynamic size distribution. DLS is used to detect 
the increase in NP hydrodynamic diameter upon protein adsorption and to 
estimate the ratio of the binding.37,38 However, this technique has some 
drawbacks. Being the scattered intensity proportional to the sixth power of 
the particle radius, the contribution from larger particles could dominate 
leading to artefacts especially if the samples are polydisperse. 
  
Isothermal titration calorimetry 
Fitting by an isothermal function the heat changes measured when the 
NP solution is titrated with the protein, the thermodynamic parameters of 
the interaction can be calculated.20,27,39 The results obtained with isothermal 
titration calorimetry (ITC) for the system made up of quantum dots and 
human serum albumin revealed that the binding is mainly driven by 
electrostatic interactions because negative enthalpy and positive entropy 
values were found.27 Cedervall et al.12 showed that ITC is a proper method to 
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analyse the affinity and stoichiometry of NP-protein complexes in a 
quantitative and reliable way. 
 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) gives the possibility to investigate 
with high precision the effects of intermolecular interactions on protein 
structure and dynamics and to map the protein regions that are more 
perturbed. By labelling the protein of interest with particular isotopes, 
mainly 15N, it is possible to observe protein NMR spectra without NP signals 
interference. Local mobility, exchange kinetics, rotational and translational 
diffusion can be probed performing specific NMR experiments. 
Unfortunately, the unique possibilities offered by this technique are limited 
by its quite low sensitivity, i.e. high protein concentration requirements, and 
by the restricted molecular size range operativity, i.e. only proteins with MW 
< 25 kDa are suitable for the required NMR determinations. Protein-NP 
adducts have been studied by NMR exploiting different experiments: signal 
chemical shift perturbation and intensity variation in 1H-15N two-
dimensional experiments were used mainly to identify interaction patches 
and conformational rearrangements,38,40–44 hydrogen-deuterium exchange 
experiments were used to control structural changes that occur on different 
time scales17,45 and saturation transfer experiments proved to be able to 
detect exchanging invisible species estimating the exchange rates.46,47 
 
Quartz crystal microbalance 
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measures the changes in the 
resonance frequency of an oscillating quartz crystal positioned between two 
electrodes when additional mass adsorbs onto the substrate. The frequency 
variation, ∆f, is proportional to the mass density of the adsorbed material.48 
This very sensitive technique allows one to investigate the behaviour of 
proteins and nanoparticles during deposition and to observe any change in 
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surface affinity. For example, Franzen et al. probed by QCM the adsorption 
of BSA on citrate-coated gold nanoparticles and on gold surfaces revealing 
that while BSA denaturates on bare gold, the presence of citrate allows an 
interaction that preserves protein overall folding.49  
 
1.4 Effect of protein-NP interaction on protein 
fibrillation 
The interaction with NP can affect not only the structure and 
conformation of proteins, but also their behaviour under specific conditions. 
Particularly, it is recognized that the presence of NP can have different 
effects on amyloidogenic protein fibrillation. 
1.4.1 Protein fibrillation and amyloidosis 
Amyloidogenic proteins undergo a conversion from a soluble native-like 
structure to insoluble fibrillary aggregates whose deposition on body tissues 
have been identified as the cause of many serious pathologies like 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.50 
Amyloid fibres are characterized by a common structure, i.e. cross-β 
structure, made up of extended intermolecular β-sheets in which β-strands 
are perpendicular to the major axis of the fibril.51–53 The vast occurrence of 
this particular structure is quite surprising because amyloidogenic proteins 
are known to have highly different native conformations. It has been 
proposed that the cross-β structure is a general structural pattern of 
polypeptides and the formation of amyloid fibrils happens when the protein 
native state is destabilized and undergoes partial unfolding through 
conformation changes.54 The flexibility of the partially folded intermediates 
thus produced could explain their ability to undergo the conformational 
rearrangements needed to achieve the cross-β structure. 
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1.4.1.1 β2-microglobulin 
β2-microglobulin is a paradigmatic amyloidogenic protein since it 
resembles all the characteristic features of this class of proteins. In addition of 
being a model for amyloidogenic proteins, it is itself responsible of dialysis-
related amyloidosis (DRA), a pathology that affects patients with chronic 
renal failure treated with long-term hemodialysis.55 β2m is the 
nonpolymorphic light chain of the class first major histocompatibility 
complex (MHC I) from which it detaches because of the continuous 
regeneration of the membrane proteins. After the separation from the heavy 
chain, β2m is secreted in the plasma and reaches the kidneys to be excreted. 
If the kidneys are damaged, they couldn’t remove β2m from the blood and it 
consequently accumulates. Moreover, being a small protein the dialysis 
apparatus is not able to completely filter it away from blood. The resulting 
up to 60-fold concentration increase causes the protein tissue-specific 
deposition into amyloid fibrils especially at the joints. 
The primary sequence of β2m is constituted by 99 residues and its 
molecular weight is 11.8 kDa. The seven anti-parallel β-strands that 
characterize β2m secondary structure fold into a typical β-sandwich 
immunoglobulin motif stabilized by a single disulfide bridge between Cys25 
and Cys80 which belong to strand B and strand F, respectively (Figure 
1.2).56,57  
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Figure 1.2. Scheme of primary and secondary β2m structures (above). The two 
cysteines that form the disulphide bridge are coloured in yellow. The strand naming 
is reported on the right. Cartoon of β2m solution NMR structure (below): A strand 
in red, B strand in blue, C strand in yellow, C’ strand in cyan, D strand in magenta, 
E strand in orange, F strand in green and G strand in salmon. 
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There are five peptidyl-prolyl bonds in β2m structure, the one preceding 
Pro32 in the BC-loop adopts a cis configuration that is thermodynamically 
unfavourable. Upon unfolding, His31-Pro32 peptide bond isomerizes from 
cis to trans. This proline switch is considered to have a crucial role in the 
development of destabilized intermediates that lead to β2m amyloidogenic 
transition.58  
An alternative mechanism that accounts for the tissue-specific β2m 
amyloid deposition considers an electrostatic surface effect. It was shown 
that β2m aggregates preferentially in presence of collagen and 
glycosaminoglycans that exposes positively and negatively charged surfaces. 
The presence of charge arrays could affect the protein conformational 
stability provoking a spontaneous destructuration.59 
There are many β2m variants that have been studied during the last 
years. Among them, D76N and ∆N6 are particularly interesting.  
D76N is the variant in which the Asp in position 76 is replaced by an 
Asn, it is naturally occurring and it is related to a fatal hereditary systemic 
amyloidosis.60 This mutant is the only one able to fibrillate in vitro under 
physiological conditions requiring only agitation, whereas all the other β2m 
forms need acidic conditions.61 The three-dimensional structure of D76N is 
almost the same as the wild-type even if it is destabilized with an unfolding 
∆G value of 2.86 kcal mol-1 lower than wild-type at 30 °C.61 Its increased 
amyloidogenicity is related to a higher amount in the folding pathway of a 
specific intermediate which is critical in amyloid transition.61 
Six N-terminally truncated (∆N6) β2m is the most abundant variant 
present in ex vivo fibrils.62 It has been demonstrated that in vitro it has a 
higher propensity to aggregate in fibrils than the wild-type and while the 
overall globular structure is maintained by the disulfide bridge, the strands 
pairing is slightly perturbed leading to a loss of inner core protection.63 
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1.4.2 Fibrillogenesis analysis 
The most direct way to assess and follow fibril formation is microscopy 
observation. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) allow to clearly visualize the fibres morphology and in 
some cases to detect the oligomers that are produced during the early phase 
of amyloidosis.64,65 Among the microscopic techniques, AFM is preferred 
because while TEM samples must be dried with the risk of potential 
alteration of the fibres, AFM can be performed also in liquid phase.  
Historically, however, the established method to detect amyloid fibrils is 
the Congo Red assay based on the typical green birifrangence upon 
visualization under polarized light of specimens stained with the organic dye 
Congo Red.66 The birifrangent behaviour stems from the ordered structural 
organization of amyloid fibrils that prove anisotropic for the propagation of 
polarized light. 
An indirect method to detect fibrils and follow the fibrillogenesis kinetic 
is the use of fluorescence probes that bind to amyloids. The most common 
dye is thioflavin T (ThT) whose fluorescence rapidly increases upon its 
binding to the highly ordered structures of the fibres.67 ThT was also used to 
label fibres during total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) 
which has been used to analyse the morphology of the fibrils.68 Other probes 
like 1-anilinonaphtalene-8-sulfate (ANS),69 4-(dicyanovinyl)-julolidine 
(DCVJ)70 and tetraphenylethene-triphenylphosphonium (TPE-TPP)71 have 
been shown to be able to detect also prefibrillar oligomeric species in the 
early phase of protein fibrillation. 
Another way to identify protein oligomers, i.e. fibril precursors, is photo-
induced cross-linking (PICUP).72,73 The extremely rapid photolysis of a tris-
bipyridyl Ru(II) complex leads to highly reactive Ru(III) species which 
generate carbon radicals within the main chain of the polypeptide. These 
radicals react quickly producing carbon-carbon bonds between groups that 
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are spatially close. Then, cross-linked oligomers are analysed by SDS-PAGE. 
The nature of the oligomers that accumulate in the first steps of aggregation 
can be elucidated by their separation onto an agarose gel through 
electrophoresis followed by their transfer onto a semi-dry membrane and the 
application of a monoclonal antibody against the monomer.74 
The atomic three-dimensional structure of amyloids can be determined 
by solid state NMR which allows to investigate the supramolecular 
organization of the amyloids.75 In addition, the recent advances in 
cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) methodologies have made possible the 
application of the technique also to amyloids.76 The electron densities that are 
observed by cryoEM can be fit to extract the parent molecular arrangement. 
1.4.3 Effect of NP on fibril formation 
Protein fibrillation is a very complex phenomenon that can be influenced 
by intermolecular interactions with foreign substances, like small organic 
molecules (e.g. inositols, phenols and indoles),77–79 peptides80 and 
macromolecules (e.g. antibodies and molecular chaperones).81–83 With the 
increasing interest in NP medical applications and in the related toxicological 
issues, the effect of nanomaterials on amyloid formation started to be 
investigated. Different and contrasting results have been reported revealing 
the impossibility to draw general trends.84 The interaction patterns are case-
specific and depend both on protein surface properties and on NP features. 
In some cases, NPs have been shown to promote protein fibrillogenesis. 
Linse et al.85 found that cerium oxide nanoparticles, quantum dots, carbon 
nanotubes and copolymeric nanoparticles enhance the fibrillation process of 
β2m wild-type in acidic conditions. They claimed that the protein binding on 
NP surface increases the local β2m concentration and facilitates the protein 
intermolecular interactions which promote the fibre assembly. Other studies 
reported the capability of NP to hinder the amyloid formation. For example, 
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maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) particles showed an inhibitory effect on insulin fibril 
formation86 and nanogels composed of a pullulan polysaccharide backbone 
with hydrophobic cholesterol moieties induce a change in the conformation 
of Aβ from a random coil to an α-helix- or a β-sheet-rich structure that is 
fibrillation incompetent.87 If there is not a specific effect on protein 
conformation, the reduction in fibril formation is usually explained by a 
competition effect of the NP-protein interaction which removes the protein 
from the fibrillogenesis pathway.88 Nanoparticles can also leave the 
fibrillogenesis process unchanged without any interference, as for silica, C60 
and C70 NPs on Aβ peptide.89 A dual effect was observed with amine-
modified polystyrene NPs on Aβ fibres formation depending on the protein 
to NP surface area ratio.90 The fibrillation was accelerated at low particle 
surface area, whereas it was inhibited at high particle surface area.  
The depicted scenario tells that further efforts must be undertaken to 
improve the understanding of the complex effects of the nano-bio interfaces 
on protein fibrillation.  
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2 AIM OF THE PROJECT 
This PhD thesis deals with the investigation of protein-NP interactions.  
The adduct formed by gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and the 
amyloidogenic protein β2-microglobulin (β2m) was characterized at a 
molecular level and the effects of this interaction on protein conformation 
and fibrillation were examined. 
Gold nanoparticles are supramolecular systems made up of a gold core 
and an organic shell. AuNPs are excellent candidates for biomedical 
applications because of their unique properties, such as size and shape 
dependent optical features, large surface to volume ratio, gold inertness and 
surface functionalization versatility.91 A great variety of AuNPs have been 
prepared for biological tasks like drug delivery, gene transfection, RNA 
interference, imaging and photothermal therapy.92 Although some studies 
have been performed, there are still no general conclusions about their 
toxicity since their biocompatibility and biodistribution is extremely 
dependent on their shape, size and on the chemistry of the surface 
coatings.93,94 Even more scarce is the identification of general trends 
concerning their effect on proteins, especially if amyloidogenic proteins are 
considered. 
To contribute in filling this lack, the PhD project presented here analyses 
the molecular aspects related to the formation of an adduct between AuNPs 
with different ligand shell composition and β2m that, beyond being itself 
responsible for dialysis-related amyloidosis (DRA), is a paradigmatic 
amyloidogenic protein.55 Moreover, the consequence of this interaction on 
protein association and aggregation into fibrils was assessed. 
To reach this aim differently capped AuNPs were prepared and the 
interaction between synthesized AuNPs and β2m was analysed by different 
techniques underlining the resources offered by each technique to address 
different issues but sometimes also their inadequacy.   
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3 METHODS 
3.1 AuNP synthesis and characterization 
It is well known that gold surfaces can adsorb easily organic molecules 
through a process called self-assembly. The presence of an organic layer that 
covers the gold surface is particularly important in the case of gold 
nanoparticles since it provides stability to the colloidal solution preventing 
the gold core aggregation. The ligands can be weakly bound to the surface by 
electrostatic interactions or can be covalently anchored and the strength of 
the interaction reflects the stability of the nanoparticles.  
Turkevich et al. proposed a synthetic method that allows to prepare gold 
nanoparticles stabilized by citrate.95 The carboxylate groups of citrate anions 
coordinate to the metal surface and the electrostatic repulsion between the 
negatively charged citrate molecules avoids the NP aggregation. Citrate-
stabilized AuNPs (Cit-AuNPs) can be thus considered the simplest kind of 
nanoparticles. Among all the possible ligands e.g. amines and phosphines, 
the ones that produce the more stable organic monolayers are thiols. Gold 
forms with sulfur covalent bonds that are characterized by an energy of 45 
kcal/mol, approximately.96 In addition to the sulfur atom that binds the gold 
surface, thiols are made of a linker chain and a terminal group. Usually, the 
linker corresponds to an alkyl or polyethylene glycol chain of variable 
length. Van der Waals interactions between the chains are essential to confer 
stability to the nanoparticles. As far as the ending group is concerned, a 
variety of solutions is possible giving to the NPs different surface properties. 
Alkanethiolate coated AuNPs (AT-AuNPs) are mostly synthesized by the 
Brust and Schiffrin method.97 This synthetic approach can be in double phase 
(water/toluene) if the resulting NPs are soluble in organic solvents or in 
single phase if the NPs are water soluble. An alternative route to the direct 
synthesis is the place-exchange reaction. It is possible to displace the weakly 
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bound citrate molecules by incubating Cit-AuNPs with an excess of thiols. 
However, sometimes this process can cause irreversible aggregation. The 
same reaction can be done also on AT-AuNPs producing mixed-monolayer 
protected gold clusters. 
In this section, the synthesis methods and the characterization analysis of 
Cit-AuNPs and AT-AuNPs are presented.  
To prepare citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles with a size range from 5 
to 10 nm, a standard cold synthesis using NaBH4 as gold reducing agent was 
employed,38 varying the gold/citrate ratio (Scheme 3.1). The ratio between 
the gold salt used as a precursor of nanoparticles and the ligand is in general 
crucial in determining the NP size. 
 
 
Scheme 3.1. Cit-AuNP synthesis. 
 The colloidal nature of the solution was assessed by the presence of the 
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) band98 in the UV-Vis spectrum with an 
absorbance maximum at 518 nm (Figure 3.1 a). The average diameter of the 
nanoparticles was determined analysing the transmission electron 
microscopy images of the nanoparticles (Figure 3.1 b).  
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Figure 3.1. a) Absorption spectrum and b) TEM micrograph of synthesized Cit-
AuNPs. The insert presents the size distribution histogram. 
To determine the NP concentration, the following equation99 that allows 
one to calculate the average number of gold atoms per NP ( was applied: 
= 
π
6
ρd3

=30.89602d3 
Equation 3.1 
where d is the nanoparticle diameter expressed in nm, ρ is the density for 
face-centered cubic gold (19.3 g/cm3) and  stands for the atomic weight 
of gold (197 g/mol).  
Knowing the amount of reduced gold from the absorbance at 400 nm100 
and the volume of the solution, the NP concentration can be estimated. 
The pH of the reaction solution was basic (8.2) due to the hydrolysis of 
NaBH4.101 The NPs could not be buffered with phosphate (20 mM, pH 7) 
because the high ionic strength affected the NP stability and led to 
precipitation, whereas in HEPES 50 mM pH 7 Cit-AuNPs were found to be 
perfectly stable. 
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The weakly bound citrate molecules were exchanged with 
mercaptocarboxylic acids to introduce a ω-carboxylate alkyl coating. A first 
attempt was done using 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), but after the 
addition of different amounts of the thiol, the nanoparticles suddenly 
aggregated and precipitated. MPA is too short and does not establish enough 
van der Waals interactions leading to monolayer instability and nanoparticle 
irreversible aggregation during the exchange. Mercaptocarboxylic acids with 
longer alkyl chains like 6-mercaptohexanoic acid (MHA) are able to stabilize 
sufficiently the nanoparticles preventing their aggregation. To produce 
MHA-AuNPs the procedure reported in literature102 and depicted in Scheme 
3.2 was followed.  
 
 
Scheme 3.2. MHA-AuNP synthesis through place-exchange reaction. 
After the addition of MHA, the solution colour became a little darker 
and the SPR band shifted, but the NP core average size did not change 
(Figure 3.2). These considerations suggest that the ligand exchange took 
place. 
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Figure 3.2. a) Overlap of Cit-AuNP (black line) and MHA-AuNP (red line) UV-Vis 
spectra and b) TEM micrograph and size distribution histogram of MHA-AuNPs.  
Since to obtain MPA-AuNPs a place-exchange reaction could not be 
undertaken, a direct single-phase synthesis103 using MPA was employed to 
produce negatively charged AuNPs with a diameter smaller than 5 nm 
which could not be achieved using citrate as stabilizing agent (Scheme 3.3).  
 
Scheme 3.3. MPA-AuNP direct synthesis. 
The average diameter was found to be 3.6 ± 1.3 nm from TEM (Figure 3.3 
a). The SPR band in the UV-Vis spectrum was very weak because of the small 
size of the NPs (Figure 3.3 b). To estimate the NP concentration, it was 
necessary to determine their composition. First, MPA-AuNPs were purified 
by centrifugation and dried in vacuum. The gold core composition was 
calculated from Equation 3.1 and the number of ligands that are bound to the 
gold core was estimated from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). This 
experiment gives the percentage of weight loss during a temperature ramp 
(from 0 to 600 °C) that is addressed exclusively to the burning of the organic 
AuHAuCl4 +
NaBH4
0 oC
deox MeOH/H2O
HS COO
S COO n
Au/MPA = 1/9
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component, following solvent removal. Applying the following equation, it 
is possible to calculate the monolayer composition: 
 	

%
1  
%
 
Equation 3.2 
where  is the number of ligands, 
% is the percentage of weight loss due 
to organic ligands burning and  is the molecular weight of the 
thiolate molecule. 
 
Figure 3.3. a) TEM micrograph of MPA-AuNPs along with the corresponding size 
distribution histogram showed in the inset; b) UV-Vis spectrum of MPA-AuNPs 
presenting a very broad SPR peak around 505 nm and c) TGA analysis of MPA-
AuNPs. 
Combining this information with the size of the nanoparticles, the 
average composition of the nanoparticles was determined (Table 3.1) and 
their concentration can be easily calculated. 
Table 3.1. Composition of MPA-AuNPs. 
Core diameter 
(nm) 
Organic 
percentage (%) Average composition 
Molecular 
weight (g/mol)  
3.6 19.64 Au1441(SCH2CH2COO-)661 353315.33 
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The synthesis of positively charged gold nanoparticles was much more 
challenging. A monolayer made by ω-aminothiols seemed to be suitable to 
reach this aim. First, cysteamine (Cya) was chosen, but exchange reaction 
starting from Cit-AuNPs failed for the same reason as for MPA. A direct 
synthesis following a procedure reported by Feng et al. to prepare 3-
mercapto-propylamine-coated gold nanoparticles was used,104 but with 
cysteamine it produced agglomerated nanoparticles as shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4. TEM micrograph of Cya-AuNPs prepared following the procedure 
reported by Feng et al.104 The image shows a large extent of NP aggregation. 
In literature,105 only the synthesis of Cya-AuNPs with an average 
diameter of 30 nm is reported (Scheme 3.4). 
 
Scheme 3.4. Cya-AuNP direct synthesis. 
That result was reproduced, though the obtained nanoparticles proved 
to have a polygonal shape (Figure 3.5 b). These Cya-AuNPs were stable for at 
least one month, but when they were mixed with the protein they suddenly 
precipitated into a black powder.  
HS NH3 AuHAuCl4
S NH3
NaBH4 n
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Figure 3.5. a) Absorption spectrum and b) TEM micrograph of Cya-AuNPs. The 
insert presents the size distribution histogram. 
By varying the conditions (Cya/Au ratio and NaBH4 amount) of the two 
procedures described above, it was not possible to prepare stable Cya-
AuNPs with a diameter ranging from 5 nm to 10 nm. Therefore, cysteamine 
did not appear to be a proper stabilizing agent for AuNPs. 
Even with longer positively charged thiols the exchange reaction proved 
to be hard to achieve, because the solution is destabilized by the interference 
of opposite charges which lead to detrimental repulsion.106 By using 6-
aminohexanethiol (AHT), it was possible to produce gold nanoparticles with 
a mixed monolayer through a two-step exchange.102 First, the stability of Cit-
AuNPs was increased by substituting citrate with thioctic acid (TA) that 
provides a double sulfide attachment. Then the positive charge was 
introduced by incubating TA-AuNPs with AHT (Figure 3.6 a). The exchange 
of the ligands can be followed by the shift of the SPR band (Figure 3.6 b). 
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Figure 3.6. a) Scheme of TA/AHT-AuNP synthesis; b) UV-Vis spectrum of Cit-
AuNPs (back line), TA-AuNPs (red line) and TA/AHT-AuNPs (blue line) and c) 
TEM micrographs and corresponding size distribution histograms of TA-AuNPs on 
the left and TA/AHT-AuNPs on the right. 
The stability of gold nanoparticles covered by alkanethiolates ending 
with primary amines is highly pH dependent. Since the pKa of amino groups 
bound to nanoparticles was found to be from 2 to 6 units lower than the 
solution values,107 they are protonated only at very low pH values while at 
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physiological pH they are mainly uncharged leading to nanoparticle 
instability and consequent agglomeration. In particular, TA/AHT-AuNP 
were stable at pH around 2 that is incompatible with protein stability, as can 
be seen in Figure 3.7.  
 
Figure 3.7. Superimposition of 15N 1H HSQC spectra of β2m WT in absence (blue) 
and in presence (red) of TA/AHT-AuNPs, pH 7 and 2.6, respectively. The red 
spectrum is typical of an unfolded protein. 
To overcome this AuNP pH stability dependence, trimethylammonium 
terminated thiols were chosen for positively charged AuNP synthesis. 
Quaternary ammonium salts are permanently charged independently of the 
pH, supporting NP stability even under physiological conditions. As ligand, 
(11-mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-trimethylammonium bromide (MUTAB) was 
selected because it was the only one available on the market. To cationize 
Cit-AuNPs a reported procedure108 that involves a two-step phase transfer 
was followed (Figure 3.8 a). First, Cit-AuNPs were transferred from water to 
an organic solvent by adding a neutral alkylamine. The amine substitutes 
citrate because of its stronger interaction with gold, but being neutral avoids 
detrimental electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged ligands 
which would lead to AuNP aggregation. Then, the AuNP coating was again 
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changed from the amine to the positively charged alkanethiol which forms 
stronger covalent bonds with Au and the NPs returned back to water.  
 
 
Figure 3.8. a) Scheme of MUTAB-AuNP synthesis; b) UV-Vis spectrum of Cit-
AuNPs (back line) and MUTAB-AuNPs (red line) and c) TEM micrograph and 
corresponding size distribution histogram of MUTAB-AuNP. 
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Experimental section 
All glassware used in nanoparticle synthesis was washed with aqua regia 
to remove metals which could reduce HAuCl4 and dried in oven before use. 
Since the gold salt used as AuNP precursor is highly hygroscopic, it was 
weighted in a glove bag filled with nitrogen. 
Synthesis of Cit-AuNPs 
A solution of sodium citrate dihydrate (1.5 mM) and HAuCl4 trihydrate 
(0.5 mM) in milliQ water was reduced under stirring at 0 °C by 1 mL of 
freshly prepared ice-cold NaBH4 solution (0.1 M). The reduction of Au(III) to 
Au(0) and the consequent formation of the nanoparticles stabilized by the 
presence of citrate was assessed by the instantaneous colour change of the 
solution from pale yellow to ruby red after the addition of the reductant. The 
solution was allowed to reach room temperature under stirring and then was 
stored at 4 °C. 
UV-Vis: νmax = 518 nm. 
TEM: dav = 7.5 ± 1.0 nm. 
 
Synthesis of MHA-AuNPs 
A 10 mM solution of MHA was prepared in ethanol and 1 mL was 
added to 5 mL of Cit-AuNPs. The solution was stirred for 72 hours at room 
temperature. The solution became a little darker. These AuNPs could be two-
fold concentrated by ultracentrifugation (MWCO = 10000) at 4000 rpm for 15 
minutes. The integrity of the nanoparticles was assessed by UV-Vis. 
UV-Vis: νmax = 520 nm. 
TEM: dav = 7.4 ± 1.1 nm. 
 
Synthesis of MPA-AuNPs 
To a solution of HAuCl4.3H2O (49.2 mg, 0.125 mmol) in deoxygenated 
methanol (5 mL) cooled at 0 °C and purged with nitrogen, nine equivalents 
(65.3 µL) of 3-mercaptopropionic acid, dissolved in deoxygenated water (5 
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mL), were added under stirring. Upon the addition of the thiol the solution 
colour changed from yellow to cloudy white. After two hours of stirring, a 
freshly prepared cooled aqueous solution of NaBH4 (1.25 mmol, 47.3 mg, in 2 
mL of water) was dripped inside the gold/thiol solution. One hour later, the 
brown solution obtained was purified by centrifugation (5000 rpm, 15 
minutes at 25 °C) repeating the removal of the supernatant and the 
dispersion in methanol five times. 
UV-Vis: monotonic decay with a broad band from 450 to 550 nm. 
TEM: dav = 3.6 ± 1.3 nm.  
 
Synthesis of Cya-AuNPs (1) 
67.5 µL of 0.1 M HAuCl4.3H2O, 427.5 µL of 0.1 M HCl and 37.5 µL of 
cysteamine hydrochloride were diluted in 30 mL of water and stirred at 
vortex for 10 minutes after which 300 µL of 0.1 M NaBH4 were added. The 
solution was stirred at a lower speed for other 3 hours. The resulting solution 
was violet. 
UV-Vis: monotonic decay with a broad band from 475 to 575 nm. 
TEM: nanoparticle aggregates. 
 
Synthesis of Cya-AuNPs (2) 
15.8 mg of HAuCl4.3H2O were dissolved in 28.2 mL of water. After the 
addition of 284 µL of 213 mM cysteamine, the solution was stirred in dark for 
20 minutes. The reduction of gold was achieved with 7.1 µL of NaBH4 10 
mM. After 30 minutes stirring, the solution was stored in dark at 4 °C and 
used within one month. 
UV-Vis: νmax = 523 nm. 
TEM: 29.5 ± 2.86 nm. 
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Synthesis of TA/AHT-AuNPs 
A solution of 4 mL of Cit-AuNPs and 400 µL of TA 4 mM in ethanol was 
stirred overnight at room temperature.  
UV-Vis: νmax = 520 nm. 
TEM: 7.3 ± 1.3 nm. 
In an ice bath 400 µL of AHT 4 mM in ethanol were added to the NP 
solution. After one hour the solution became violet and suddenly after the 
addition of 400 µL of HCl 1 M it returned red. The exchange mixture was 
stirred overnight. 
UV-Vis: νmax = 523 nm. 
TEM: 7.4 ± 1.2 nm. 
 
Synthesis of MUTAB-AuNPs 
5 mL of Cit-AuNPs were extracted with 2 mL of CH3Cl in which 1.2 µL 
of oleylamine (OLAM) were dissolved. The nanoparticles were extracted to 
chloroform and backwashed three times with water to remove citrate. 330 µL 
of 4 mM MUTAB in ethanol and 500 µL of water were used to bring 
nanoparticles back to water. To remove OLAM, the aqueous solution was 
washed with the organic phase three times. These AuNPs could be twofold 
concentrated by ultracentrifugation (MWCO = 10000) at 4000 rpm for 15 
minutes. The integrity of the nanoparticles was assessed by UV-Vis. 
UV-Vis: νmax = 521 nm. 
TEM: 7.4 ± 1.2 nm. 
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3.2 AuNP-protein adduct characterization 
To fully characterize the adduct made up by β2m and AuNPs, several 
different techniques were employed: dynamic light scattering (DLS), UV-Vis 
spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and quartz crystal microbalance with  
dispersion monitoring (QCMD).  
 
Dynamic light scattering 
To determine the nanoparticle size in solution and if it changes upon 
protein addition, dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed. β2m and 
nanoparticles were analysed first separately and then they were mixed in a 
ratio of 100/1.  
A Horiba Particle Size Analyser LB-550 with a fixed scattering angle of 
90° and a laser wavelength of 650 nm was employed for DLS measurements. 
The refractive index used was 0.34-3.200, as reported by the manufacturer of 
the instrument for gold. The samples were filtered with PVDF 0.2 μm filter 
and collected in disposable cuvettes of 4 mL with 10 mm optical path. At 
least 3 concordant measurements expressed in terms of scattering light 
intensity were recorded. 
 
UV-Vis spectroscopy 
Absorption spectra of AuNPs were recorded in the absence and in the 
presence of increasing amounts of protein. By following the progressive 
movement of the absorbance maximum it was possible to estimate the 
adsorption capacity of a single AuNP and by fitting the data with the 
Langmuir adsorption isotherm model (Equation 3.3) it was possible to 
estimate the binding constant:37 
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Equation 3.3 
where ∆ is the shift of the SPR band and  is the association constant. Each 
experiment was done in triplicate. A Jasco V-750 was used and the spectra 
were recorded at 20 °C, from 400 nm to 800 nm with a data pitch of 0.2 nm, a 
scan rate of 200 nm/min and a bandwidth of 2 nm.  
 
Transmission electron microscopy 
Transmission electron microscopy was used to assess the aggregating 
state of nanoparticles when they are incubated with β2m and to visualize the 
aspect of the samples by protein staining. To prepare the samples for the 
imaging, a small amount of the nanoparticle-β2m solution was dropped on a 
carbon TEM grid and left for 5 minutes. Filter paper was used to remove the 
excess of the solution. The solutions were stained with 2% uranyl acetate 
solution in water for 2 or 5 minutes. The size distribution was calculated by 
measuring a minimum of 200 particles using ImageJ software.  
 
Fluorescence spectroscopy 
The AuNP effect on tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence is a very convenient 
way to investigate their interaction with proteins bearing fluorescent Trp 
residues, in terms of binding affinity and Trp accessibility.109 β2m intrinsic 
fluorescence is mainly due to a buried Trp residue, namely Trp95. The 
second Trp residue of the molecule, Trp60, contributes only marginally (20% 
approximatively) to the overall fluorescence because of its exposure on the 
protein surface and the consequent quenching effect of the solvent (Figure 
3.9).110 
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Figure 3.9. Cartoon of β2m structure showing the positions of Trp60 (W60) and 
Trp95 (W95) depicted in salmon pink. The β2m strand and loop naming is also 
indicated. 
β2m intrinsic fluorescence was recorded in absence of AuNP and after 
the progressive addition of small amounts of nanoparticles using a Perkin 
Elmer LS-55 fluorimeter or a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer. 
For the measurement, fluorescence semi-micro cuvettes were used (5 mm x 5 
mm). The samples were excited at 295 nm and the emission was recorded 
from 300 to 450 nm, using 5 nm slit for both excitation and emission. Each 
spectrum was the average of 5 consecutive measurements and three 
individual experiments were repeated for each sample. The measured 
fluorescence intensity (Fmeas) was corrected for the inner filter effect using the 
following equation:111 
 
Fcorr=Fmeas 10(Aex+Aem)/2 
Equation 3.4 
where Aex and Aem are the Cit-AuNP absorbances at excitation and emission 
frequencies, respectively.  
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Since Cit-AuNPs are able to quench completely β2m fluorescence and 
the quenching was found to be proportional to the NP concentration, the 
fluorescence data were fitted with the linear Stern-Volmer equation:111 
 
F0
F =1+KSV[NP]=1+kqτ0[NP] 
Equation 3.5 
where F# and F are the fluorescence intensities of the protein in absence and 
in presence of Cit-AuNPs, respectively, and the Stern-Volmer constant, KSV, 
is the product of the diffusion-limited bimolecular quenching constant, kq, 
and the fluorophore fluorescence lifetime, τ0. To estimate the order of 
magnitude of the binding constants, the Hill equation was applied.23 The 
fluorescence quenching was expressed by the following relation:  
 
Q= 
F0-F
F0
 
Equation 3.6 
The saturation value of Q is: 
 
Qmax= 
F0-F∞
F0
 
Equation 3.7 
Since Cit-AuNPs are able to quench completely the protein fluorescence, 
$% can be set to 0 and consequently Qmax =1.112 Following Lacerda et al., Hill 
equation can be written as:23 
 
Q
Qmax
= 
[L]n
(Kd+ [L]n)
 
Equation 3.8 
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where L stands for Cit-AuNP, Kd represents the apparent dissociation 
constant and n is the Hill coefficient, in this context related to the 
cooperativity of the binding. The standard error connected to the fit is 
expressed as σi = (Cii χ2)1/2 where Cii is the diagonal element of the variance-
covariance matrix and χ is the standard statistical correlation index. 
 
Nuclear magnetic resonance  
NMR experiments were performed on uniformly 15N-labeled β2m 
dissolved in HEPES 50 mM pH 7. 5% of D2O was added to each sample for 
lock purposes. The blank samples include the NP stabilizing agents i.e. 
citrate and/or alkanethiols. 
 
Two-dimensional 15N-1H spectra 
To probe protein structure perturbations and to identify protein 
perturbed patches in presence of nanoparticles, β2m 15N-1H HSQC113 or 
SOFAST-HMQC114 spectra were recorded in the absence and in the presence 
of AuNPs. The outcome of both kinds of two-dimensional experiments is the 
same, the only difference is that SOFAST experiments use an optimized 
pulse program sequence based on selective band excitation that allows 
recording of spectra in a faster way thereby improving signal to noise ratio 
per unit time.115 These spectra present the H-N correlations of the backbone 
amides of each protein residue, along with the side chains of Asn, Gln and 
Trp. By analysing the changes in NMR signal characteristics i.e. chemical 
shift, intensity and (in principle) linewidth, it is possible to map the 
perturbations induced by NPs on the protein structure.  
NMR experiments were collected on the Bruker Avance spectrometer at 
the Udine University Biophysics Laboratory, operating at 500 MHz (1H) or, 
for the less concentrated samples, on the Bruker Avance III NMR 
spectrometer at the Core Technology Platform of New York University Abu 
Dhabi, operating at 600 MHz (1H) and equipped with a cryoprobe.  
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2D 15N-1H spectra were recorded at 298 K over spectral widths of 30 ppm 
(15N, t1) and 14 ppm (1H, t2) with 128 and 1024 points, respectively. For each 
t1 dimension point 32, 64 or 1600 scans were accumulated and quadrature in 
the same dimension was accomplished by gradient-assisted coherence 
selection (echo-antiecho).116 Water suppression was achieved by using a flip-
back pulse.117 The data were processed with Topspin 2.1 or 3.5 and analysed 
with Sparky. The β2m assignment was based on the file deposited on the 
Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (Accession Code: 17165). Chemical 
shift perturbations were calculated as Δδ (ppm) = [(ΔδH)2 + (ΔδN/6.5)2]1/2 
where ΔδH and ΔδN are the chemical shift variations for 1H and 15N, 
respectively,118 and the relative intensities (RI) correspond to the ratio 
between the signal intensity in presence of NPs and in absence of NPs. The 
uncertainty related to the relative intensity ratio was calculated applying the 
propagation of the intensity error estimated from the signal-to-noise ratio. 
 
Relaxation experiments 
Protein dynamics in presence and in absence of Cit-AuNPs were 
analyzed by measuring 15N longitudinal (R1), transverse (R2) and rotating 
frame (R1ρ) relaxation rates, along with 1H-15N steady state Nuclear 
Overhauser Effect (NOE) values for 4 µM wild-type β2m samples. 
Since molecular motions affect the two main mechanisms that drive 
relaxation processes for 1H 15N systems, namely dipole-dipole (DD) 
interactions and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), any change in relaxation 
parameters is a probe of different internal motions.119 
Relaxation rates describe the processes through which the populations of 
the nuclear magnetic dipole moment energy levels return to the equilibrium 
state after a perturbation. At the equilibrium, the magnetization is on the z 
axis. After the application of a suitable radiofrequency pulse, the 
magnetization in addition to a residual z component has a substantial 
component on the xy plane. The restoration of the z-magnetization 
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equilibrium through energy transfer between the spin system and the lattice 
is called longitudinal relaxation and occurs at rate R1. The classical 
experiment to measure R1 is the inversion recovery experiment which allows 
to measure the recovery of z magnetization after a pulse sequence made by a 
180° pulse and a 90° pulse separated by a variable length relaxation delay.120 
Transverse relaxation describes the decay of magnetization in the xy plane by 
energy exchange within the spin system or with the lattice. The rate of the 
transverse magnetization loss, R2, is determined through Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin-echo pulse sequence.121,122 CMPG experiments 
are made by a 90° pulse followed by a train of 180° pulse, each flanked by 
two equal variable delays. While R1 is sensitive only to high frequency 
motions (picosecond to nanosecond range), R2 provides also information 
about slower processes (micro-to-millisecond time scales) like some exchange 
processes.123 Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) is related to another 
relaxation process called cross-relaxation. It is based on the fact that the 
relaxation of a nucleus affects measurably the spin magnetization 
populations of adjacent nuclei, within a range of 0.5-0.6 nm. In particular, in 
steady-state heteronuclear 15N {1H} NOE the change in 15N signal is 
measured after the saturation of 1H and compared with the intensity in the 
unsaturated spectrum. In this case the most relevant NOE arises from the 
perturbation of the dipolar interaction between nitrogen and the attached 
hydrogen nuclei separated by 0.11 nm. By measuring the relaxation rate in 
the rotating frame, R1ρ, it is possible to estimate the R2 exchange 
contributions (usually in the microsecond time scale). In rotating frame 
relaxation experiments the application of an additional magnetic field B1 
perpendicular to the external field B0, causes the tilt of the effective magnetic 
field and the relaxation of a spin-locked magnetization in a tilted rotating 
frame is a function of the two different transverse relaxation contributions, 
i.e. the exchange-free and the one related to exchange.124  
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A detailed kinetic and thermodynamic description of µs to ms exchange 
processes is provided by relaxation dispersion experiments.125 Exchange 
processes occurring on µs to ms time scale lead to a modulation of the 
chemical shift of the affected nuclei and to an increase in exchange 
contribution to the transverse relaxation rate and concurrent line-
broadening.126 Relaxation dispersion experiment is based on CPMG 
sequences and employs trains of 180° pulses with variable pulse spacing in a 
fixed time interval. This corresponds to a variation of the actual spin lock 
power. The fitting of the transverse relaxation rate as a function of the CMPG 
frequency allows the determination of the exchange rate constant (kex) of the 
relevant processes. Depending on the time scale of the exchange, also the 
populations of the two states involved in the exchange and their chemical 
shift difference (δω) can be determined. By comparing kex and δω values it is 
possible to define if the process is fast (kex ≫  δω), intermediate (kex ≈  δω) or 
slow (kex ≪  δω) on the NMR chemical shift time scale.   
15N longitudinal, transverse and rotating frame relaxation rates were 
extracted from experiments employing pulse sequences proposed by Kay 
and co-workers,127 Stone and co-workers120 and Dayie and Wagner,128 
respectively. 1H-15N steady state NOE experiments were performed 
following Kay and co-workers pulse sequence.129 The saturated and 
unsaturated spectra were acquired in an interleaved manner. Two 
dimensional spectra were acquired over 64 x 1024 matrices of complex data 
points in t1 and t2 dimensions and with 96 scans per t1 increment for 
relaxation rate measurements and over 56 x 2024 matrices and with 1536 
scans for 1H-15N NOE experiments. In all cases a recovery time of 3 s was 
used. Eleven relaxation delays ranging from 20 to 1500 ms, ten delays from 
16.9 to 203 ms and ten delays from 8 to 184 ms were used for R1, R2 and R1ρ 
experiments, respectively. In each series three repetitions were carried out to 
estimate the relaxation rate errors. A 15N spin-lock continuous wave 
radiofrequency irradiation of 2.1 kHz was employed to perform rotating 
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frame relaxation experiments. The data were analyzed using Dynamics 
Center software by fitting peak intensities at different mixing times with the 
following exponential decay function 
*+ 	  *# ,- .⁄  
Equation 3.9 
where  *+ is the peak intensity measured at the mixing time +,  *# is the 
intensity at + = 0 and 0 is the decay time constant that is the inverse of the 
relaxation rate. As an example, the R1 relaxation fitting curves for residue 
Asp98 in presence and in absence of Cit-AuNPs are reported in the figure 
below (Figure 3.10). 
 
Figure 3.10. R1 relaxation decay curves for Asp98 in presence (red) and in absence 
(black) of Cit-AuNPs. 
Relaxation dispersion experiments were performed following the pulse 
sequence proposed by Tollinger et al.130 A series of 12 2D data sets was 
collected with different CPMG field strengths corresponding to pulse 
application frequency (123 of 25, 50 (x3), 100, 250, 500 (x3), 750, 1000 Hz. By 
setting 123 to 0, the CPMG train was omitted in the pulse sequence and it 
was possible to obtain the reference spectrum. Each 2D spectrum was 
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recorded as a complex data matrix of 1kx64 points. 240 scans per FID were 
acquired. Data were processed with Topspin 3.2 and analyzed with the Rex 
module of Dynamics Center. Dynamics Center uses two different equations 
for the fitting. The first refers to the slow exchange limit:130 
4523 	 46 + 7  7
sin ;<523
;<523
 
Equation 3.10 
where 46 is the transverse relaxation rate, 7 is the exchange constant, ;< is 
the chemical shift difference between the two exchanging states and 523 is 
the time between the 180° pulses. 
The second equation used by Dynamics Center to fit relaxation 
dispersion data refers to the fast exchange limit:131 
4523 	
==>;<
7
[1 
2tanh7523/2
7523
] 
Equation 3.11 
where = and => are the fractional populations of the two exchanging states. 
The evolution of the transverse magnetization of the protein in its free 
and NP-bound state can be described by dark state exchange saturation 
transfer (DEST).132 When the protein is bound to the surface of large 
supramolecular structures, its transverse relaxation rate is very fast and 
consequently its NMR signal becomes very broad. This broadness, while 
preventing the direct observation of the bound species, allows their partial 
saturation without affecting the free species by applying weak 
radiofrequency fields at large offsets. When the molecules return in solution 
under the effect of the chemical exchange, they transfer the saturation to the 
free species leading to the attenuation of the cross-peaks in the NMR 
spectrum of the visible species. The R2 variation and the relative intensity 
recorded as a function of the frequency offsets give information about the 
global dynamics and the exchange kinetics. However, to interpret properly 
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DEST data specific exchange models must be considered and ad hoc functions 
must be used for the fitting.  
The sequence used to measure longitudinal relaxation rate was edited in 
order to add the DEST nitrogen saturation period. DEST measurements were 
performed employing a 0.6-0.8 kHz continuous wave radiofrequency for 
saturation at offsets from the carrier frequency going from -20 to -1 kHz.  
Series of 2D spectra were recorded in an interleaved manner, but very low 
quality spectra were obtained. Considering that the DEST experiment is 
really demanding both from an acquisition and an analysis point of view, it 
was decided to abandon this approach.     
 
Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) experiments 
Diffusion coefficients were determined by means of 2D 1H DSTEBPP 
(Double Stimulated Echo BiPolar Pulse) experiments.133 Protein 
concentration was 4 µM in 50 mM HEPES, pH = 7 in 95/5 H2O/D2O, either 
in absence and in presence of Cit-AuNPs. The z-axis gradient strength was 
varied with a squared increment ramp from 10 to 90 % of its maximum value 
(∼ 60 G/cm) and matrices of 2048 by 40 points were collected by 
accumulating 512 scans per gradient increment. Water suppression was 
carefully adjusted by appending to the DSTEBPP sequence a pair of 
WATERGATE134 elements in the excitation-sculpting mode.135 The acquired 
data were processed using the Bruker software Dynamics Centre to extract 
the diffusion coefficients. 
 
Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCMD)   
A solution of 1 µM D76N β2m without or with 25 nM Cit-AuNPs and a 
solution of 25 nM Cit-AuNPs were flowed over an Au-coated QCMD sensor 
(Qsense-analyzer from Biolin Scientific) at the rate of 50 µL/min for 5000 
seconds, approximately, after which a rinsing step with the buffer was 
accomplished.  
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Frequency changes (∆f) plots as a function of time were recorded. Data 
were analysed by Sauerbrey equation that establishes a direct proportionality 
between the experimental ∆f and the mass density difference adsorbed on 
the sensor in ng/cm2 (∆):48 
∆D 	  EF∆ 
Equation 3.12 
where E is the vibrational overtone considered (the fifth) and F is a constant 
that depends on instrument characteristics (17.8 ng cm-2 Hz-1). 
The adsorption kinetic was analysed by Boltzmann fitting: 
∆D 	
GH  G6
1 + ,-IJ
+ G6 
Equation 3.13 
where GH and G6 are initial and final asymptotes, respectively, +# is the 
sigmoid centre and K+ is the time constant of the absorption process. A first 
attempt with exponential decay fitting was done, but the data coming from 
the protein alone adsorption could not be fitted. 
The energy dissipation recorded during the absorption reflects the 
stiffness of the material that contacts the gold surface. To better compare the 
relative flexibility of the protein adsorbed layers in presence and in absence 
of Cit-AuNPs, the observed changes in dissipation (∆D) were plotted as a 
function of ∆f (D-f plots).136,137 
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3.3 Analysis of protein fibrillation in presence of 
Cit-AuNPs 
Since wild-type and ΔN6 β2m fibrillate in vitro only under acidic 
conditions that are incompatible with AuNP stability, the more 
amyloidogenic D76N variant was used. In this mutant Asp76 is replaced by 
an Asn leading to a higher propensity towards fibrillation even if the global 
protein structure is maintained. The fibril formation was followed by 
different methods: thioflavin T (ThT) assay, TEM and soluble fraction 
analysis. This experiment was done only with Cit-AuNPs because AT-
AuNPs revealed to be unstable in presence of the protein. 
 
D76N β2m fibril formation 
A solution of D76N β2m (2 mg/mL) in 50 mM HEPES pH 7 was 
centrifuged (14000 rpm, 10 minutes). The supernatant was collected as much 
as possible without the pellet and filtered with a filter of 0.22 μm. After the 
concentration measurement, the solution was diluted to 20 μM either with 
buffer containing 1.5 mM sodium citrate or with Cit-AuNP buffered solution. 
Sodium azide (1‰) was added as preservative. The solutions were incubated 
at 37 °C under vigorous stirring. Aliquots were taken at different time points 
to perform fibrillation analysis. The experiments were done in triplicate. 
 
Thioflavin T assay  
Thioflavin T is a dye whose fluorescence sharply increases upon binding 
with highly ordered amyloid structures and this fluorescence intensity is 
proportional to the fibril concentration.67 A 10 μM ThT solution in 50 mM 
glycine buffer at pH 8.3 was prepared. 495 µL of this solution were added to 
5 µL of the samples collected during the fibrillation and fluorescence was 
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recorded at 480 nm, after excitation at 445 nm on a Perkin Elmer EnSpire 
2300 fluorimeter. 
  
Transmission electron microscopy imaging of fibrils 
Some drops of the solutions incubated under fibrillogenic conditions 
were deposited on a TEM grid and after 5 minutes the excess was soaked up 
with filter paper. The preparations were stained with some drops of 2% 
uranyl acetate solution in water for 2 or 5 minutes, the remaining solution 
was removed with filter paper and the grid was washed with water and 
dried for 10 minutes. The samples were observed using Philips EM 208 or 
Joel 1200EX transmission electron microscopes. 
 
Native agarose gel electrophoresis 
An aliquot of 10 μL of D76N β2m solution incubated under fibrillogenic 
conditions was centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 10 minutes.  The supernatant 
was collected and frozen. The sample was loaded onto 1% agarose gel and 
the protein was stained with Coomassie Blue. The analysis of the gels were 
performed using ImageJ software.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Cit-AuNP adduct formation with WT, ΔN6 
and D76N β2m variants 
The interaction between Cit-AuNPs and β2m was characterized using 
different complementary techniques. Along with the wild-type, also two 
more amyloidogenic variants, namely ΔN6 and D76N, were analysed. 
4.1.1 Assessment of β2m adsorption on Cit-AuNPs 
To prove the adsorption of β2m on synthesized Cit-AuNPs (see Section 
3.1) DLS experiments were performed. The hydrodynamic diameter of Cit-
AuNP was found to be 10.5 ± 2.0 nm (Figure 4.1), a value larger than the one 
showed by TEM (7.5 ± 1.0 nm). This difference can be explained considering 
that DLS is able to detect also the citrate layer (approximatively 1 nm 
thick138) and the hydration shell that are not accounted in TEM. Furthermore, 
DLS size distribution is weighted for the scattered light intensity which is 
proportional to the sixth power of particle diameter, meaning that a small 
fraction of larger particles that scatter more can dominate. Also β2m alone 
was tested giving a value of 6.3 ± 0.3 nm at a concentration of 20 µM (Figure 
4.1). β2m is a globular protein whose three-dimensional structure can be 
assimilated to a cylindroid with longitudinal and transverse axes of 4.3-3.8 
and 2.5-2.0 nm, respectively.139 In the case of non-spherical objects like β2m, 
DLS results should be taken with proper care because DLS gives the 
diameter of a sphere that has the same average translational diffusion 
coefficient as the particle being measured. The discrepancy between 
crystallographic dimensions and hydrodynamic diameter could be also 
attributed to the presence of dimers or larger oligomers in solution. The 
occurrence of higher molecular weight species in equilibrium with β2m 
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monomers has been repeatedly observed in solution.140,141 After the 
incubation with β2m, the hydrodynamic size of nanoparticles increased from 
10.5 nm to 24.5 ± 6.1 nm (Figure 4.1). This increase is consistent with the 
formation of a single layer of adsorbed proteins around the gold core. The 
NP-protein adduct size emerging from DLS, however, is not necessarily a 
static one as the time scale that is probed by DLS is at least three orders of 
magnitude smaller than the one accessible by other techniques like NMR or 
time-resolved fluorescence. In addition, since DLS is an intensity-weighted 
technique, it accentuates the presence of larger objects even if they are low 
concentrated. 
 
Figure 4.1. Size distribution of Cit-AuNPs (black), β2m (red) and their mixture 
(blue) obtained by DLS.  
Through simple geometrical calculations, it is possible to estimate the 
number of proteins that can be adsorbed on the surface of a single 
nanoparticle. If the ratio between the volumes is considered as proposed by 
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Calzolai et al.,38 it is possible to obtain the number of proteins () from this 
equation (Equation 4.1) 
 	 0.65 ×  
4QRS  4T3S 
4RUVS
 
Equation 4.1 
where 4QR is given by the sum of the NP radius and the diameter of 
β2m, 4T3 is the radius of the nanoparticle and 4RUV is the radius of β2m. 
Using the hydrodynamic diameters of Cit-AuNPs and β2m obtained from 
DLS, a maximum number of 30 proteins per NP was calculated. If the ratio 
between the surface area of Cit-AuNP spheres and that of a circle with the 
same diameter of β2m is considered, the number of proteins per NP drops 
down to 11. However, for the reasons stated before, DLS size measurement is 
not reliable especially with polydisperse and not spherical molecules. 
Considering the crystallographic cylindrical shape of β2m, the previous 
equation (Equation 4.1) becomes 
 	 0.65 ×  
4
3 4QR
S  4T3S 
ℎQZ  ×  [QZ6
 
Equation 4.2 
where 4QR is given by the sum of the NP radius and the height of the 
β2m cylindroid, 4T3 is the radius of the nanoparticle and ℎQZ and [QZ are the 
height and the base radius of β2m cylindroid. Following this equation, a 
spherical Cit-AuNP with an average diameter of 7.5 nm, as indicated by 
TEM, can accommodate 55-95 β2m monomers. This estimation uses the 
maximum packing density factor possible for spherical proteins. Since the 
β2m cylindroid base dimension is a half with respect to height, considering 
symmetric tetramers instead of cylindroids can improve the geometrical 
model, leading to 15-30 tetramers per NP that means 60-120 monomers. Both 
spherical and tetrameric volume-based packing densities, however, appear 
unrealistic. Instead, the number of protein monomers per NP is reduced to 
45-56 if the ratio of Cit-AuNP surface area and protein cylindroid base is 
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considered.142 From all these considerations, beyond any critical evaluation, 
the number of β2m molecules that can be adsorbed on a Cit-AuNP goes from 
50 to 100, approximately. 
Another preliminary assessment of β2m adsorption on Cit-AuNPs was 
the red shift of the SPR band in the UV-Vis spectrum of the nanoparticles 
from 518 nm to 525 nm (Figure 4.2).  
 
Figure 4.2. Absorption spectra of Cit-AuNPs alone (black line) and of Cit-AuNPs 
with 20 μM β2m (red line). The black and red vertical lines show the position of the 
absorbance maximum. The different intensity is due to NP dilution (by ~ 0.85). 
This shift could be attributed mainly to two phenomena: the interaction 
with the protein that changes the dielectric environment felt by the NP 
plasmons and the aggregation of the NP induced by the presence of the 
protein.25 From TEM images of the AuNPs incubated with β2m (Figure 4.3), 
an increase of the aggregation propensity does not appear to occur ruling out 
the second hypothesis.   
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Figure 4.3. TEM micrographs of synthesized Cit-AuNPs a) alone and b) incubated 
with 20 μM β2m, along with the corresponding size histograms shown in the insets. 
The size distribution in presence of β2m rules out a possible protein-induced 
aggregation. 
Furthermore, TEM carried on samples treated with protein staining 
revealed that nanoparticles are trapped in a protein network that surrounds 
them (Figure 4.4).  
 
Figure 4.4. TEM micrograph of stained AuNP (20 nM) with 20 μM β2m: black dots 
are the nanoparticles and the white halo around them is the protein surrounded by 
the grey stain ring. The inset shows a magnification of some nanoparticles enclosed 
in a protein matrix with a red-highlighted halo. 
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4.1.2 Mapping the interaction of β2m variants with 
Cit-AuNPs  
To discover which regions of the proteins, i.e. wild-type, D76N and ∆N6 
β2m, are more involved in the interaction with Cit-AuNPs and/or undergo 
conformational rearrangements, two-dimensional 15N-1H HSQC NMR 
experiments were performed.   
Two series of NMR spectra were recorded for the three β2m variants: 
one at a protein/NP ratio of 680 and one at 160. 
As far as the higher protein/NP ratio is concerned, spectra were 
recorded on freshly prepared solutions and after one month.  
For the wild-type no much relevant chemical shift variation (∆δ) in 
presence of Cit-AuNPs was found at both recording times (chemical shift 
variations were comparable with the chemical shift experimental uncertainty 
coming from spectra digitalization that is ±9.8×10−3 ppm118) but an unevenly 
distributed intensity attenuation was observed with an average relative 
intensity (RIav) of 0.79 ± 0.057 soon after the preparation and of 0.76 ± 0.075 
after one month (Figure 4.5 and 4.6).  
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Figure 4.5. a) Superimposition of β2m WT 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz on the freshly prepared solution without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNP 
(protein/NP = 608). The corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported 
by single letter code and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots 
of amide chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), 
respectively. The two horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the 
displacement of one standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, 
respectively. To avoid graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were 
reported only every other two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also 
the following detected side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa 
label list, according to the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, 
N83*, Q89*, W95, where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate 
resonances for asparagine and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do 
not include the following unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: 
I1, T4, P5, Q8, P14, A15, S20, V27, H31, P32, H51, D53, L54, S57, K58, F62, Y63, P72, 
T86, S88, P90.  
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Figure 4.6. a) Superimposition of β2m WT 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz after one month without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNP (protein/NP = 608). 
The corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported by single letter code 
and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots of amide chemical 
shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively. The two 
horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the displacement of one 
standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, respectively. To avoid 
graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were reported only every other 
two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also the following detected 
side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa label list, according to 
the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, N83*, Q89*, W95, 
where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine 
and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, T4, P5, Q8, P14, A15, 
S20, V27, H31, P32, E36, H51, D53, L54, S57, K58, W60, F62, Y63, P72, T86, S88, P90. 
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Since the intensity attenuation was not uniformly distributed over the 
polypeptide sequence, it was not a consequence of protein precipitation 
induced by the nanoparticles. Moreover, the effect that we observed on the 
spectrum can not be attributed to a hard corona of proteins strongly and 
irreversibly bound to the nanoparticles. If a hard corona exists it could not be 
detectable due to the very low tumbling rate of the large complex which 
broadens the signal leading to its loss. However, considering that the protein 
was always in large excess with respect to the NP, the intensity decrease due 
to the disappearance of the hard-corona-forming proteins should be hardly 
appreciable. If we assume that 50-100 proteins can cover the NP surface, 7-
15% of the total amount of protein should be involved in the hard corona 
formation leading to signal intensity loss. Since the average relative 
intensities are 0.79 and 0.76 in the first and second recording, respectively, 
the perturbations of the spectra collected in presence of Cit-AuNPs arose 
from the bulk protein that was involved in a reversible exchange process 
between a free and a transiently adsorbed state. The latter adsorption process 
could either involve the bare NP surface or the NP surface covered by a 
protein hard corona. In the first case, the effects of direct protein-NP 
interaction would have been observed, whereas in the alternative process the 
protein-protein interactions would have been responsible for the spectral 
feature perturbations.  
All in all, the unevenly distributed intensity decrease came from the 
significant broadening of some signals belonging to residues whose 
transverse spin relaxation rate (R2) was particularly affected by the 
interaction with the nanoparticles which induced changes to the local 
spectral density terms, in addition to the transient overall protein dynamics. 
The more attenuated peaks are reported in the table in Figure 4.7 along with 
their secondary and three-dimensional structure locations. 
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Figure 4.7. a) Synopsis of β2m WT positions that proved most affected, i.e. displaced 
more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of Cit-AuNPs 
and their secondary structure element location when protein/NP = 608. b) β2m WT 
cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the residues reported in a). 
From these data, it was inferred that the most perturbed surface patch 
was localized at the exposed apical parts around both the N-terminal and the 
C-terminal fragments. The perturbation of the C-terminal segment was even 
more accentuated after one month when the intensity attenuation increased 
and the splitting of D96 and R97 peaks, that was only faint in the initial 
spectrum, became more evident. Furthermore, in the spectra recorded in 
presence of Cit-AuNPs a new signal appeared at 124 and 7.65 ppm, and in 
the one month aged sample also at 123 and 8.35 ppm between Y10 and Q2 
peaks. The splitting and the appearance of new peaks might indicate that the 
nanoparticles were able to induce the formation of a different non-native 
local conformation or that some unfavourable local exchange dynamics 
preventing specific signal observation was removed by nanoparticle 
interaction. These possible explanations were no further investigated for the 
low sample concentrations.  
The same kind and extent of spectral perturbations found for WT were 
observed also for D76N in the first recording (Figure 4.8), with an average 
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relative intensity of 0.80 ± 0.048 and an average chemical shift perturbation 
lower than 9.8×10−3 ppm. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. a) Superimposition of β2m D76N 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz on freshly prepared solutions without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNP 
(protein/NP = 608). The corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported 
by single letter code and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots 
of amide chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), 
respectively. The two horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the 
displacement of one standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, 
respectively. To avoid graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were 
reported only every other two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also 
the following detected side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa 
label list, according to the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, 
N83*, Q89*, W95, where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate 
resonances for asparagine and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do 
not include the following unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: 
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I1, T4, P5, Q8, R12, P14, A15, S20, L23, N24, V27, H31, P32, E36, V37, H51, D53, L54, 
F56, S57, K58, F62, Y63, P72, E74, C80, T86, S88, P90. 
After one month, some peaks, namely F22, S57, N17, E16 and R97, 
started to move presenting a Δδ ≥ 0.1 (Figure 4.9).   
 
Figure 4.9. a) Superimposition of β2m D76N 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz after one month without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNP (protein/NP = 608). 
The corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported by single letter code 
and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots of amide chemical 
shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively. The two 
horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the displacement of one 
standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, respectively. To avoid 
graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were reported only every other 
two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also the following detected 
side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa label list, according to 
the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, N83*, Q89*, W95, 
where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine 
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and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, T4, P5, Q8, R12, P14, 
A15, S20, L23, N24, V27, H31, P32, E36, V37, H51, D53, L54, F56, S57, K58, F62, Y63, 
P72, E74, C80, T86, S88, P90. 
From these data, it can be inferred that as for WT the C-terminal and the 
N-terminal domains are involved in the interaction with the NPs, but with 
D76N a new apical region near the C-terminal, made up mainly of the EF 
loop, proved to be affected. Furthermore, the chemical shift perturbation 
recorded on the older sample highlighted also another apical region 
represented by the AB loop (Figure 4.10). 
 
Figure 4.10. a) Synopsis of β2m D76N positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average by the presence of 
Cit-AuNPs and their secondary structure element location when protein/NP = 608. 
b) β2m D76N cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the residues reported in a) 
at t = 0. c) as in panel b) with the locations of the additional changes observed after 
one month coloured in magenta. 
Most of the peaks in the spectrum of ΔN6 in presence of Cit-AuNPs did 
not move at all, but there were some signals that showed a significant 
chemical shift variation, i.e. higher than 0.02 ppm, which increased further 
after one month (Figure 4.11). The presence of chemical shift variations 
implies that some residues of ΔN6 experience a different local environment 
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in presence of the nanoparticle suggesting that the protein conformation is 
more perturbed than the one of the other two variants. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Superimposition of β2m ΔN6 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz on freshly prepared samples without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNPs 
(protein/NP = 608). The corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported 
by single letter code and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots 
of amide chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), 
respectively. The two horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the 
displacement of one standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, 
respectively. To avoid graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were 
reported only every other two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also 
W95 detected side-chain (SC) NH resonance was included in the abscissa label list. 
The missing labels do not include the following unobserved or non-existing 
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backbone NH connectivities: I7, P14, A15, V27, P32, S33, D34, D38, R45, E47, H51, 
D53, L54, K58, W60, S61, P72, V82, S88, P90. 
Moreover, the protein region that is affected by the presence of the 
nanoparticle appeared to be more extended (Figure 4.12). In addition to 
almost all the apical loops, also some internal residues belonging to the 
strands (especially strand B) were affected. For example, the two cysteines, 
i.e. C25 and C80, responsible for the disulfide bridge that represents a 
structural determinant of the immunoglobulin domain, underwent intensity 
and chemical shift perturbations. 
 
Figure 4.12. a) Synopsis of β2m ΔN6 positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
Cit-AuNPs and their secondary structure element location when protein/NP = 608. 
b) β2m ΔN6 cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the residues reported in a). 
Concerning the peaks intensity, the average relative intensity of the 
spectrum recorded soon after the preparation of the solution was 0.72 ± 0.050 
and increased after one month to 0.78 ± 0.13 due mainly to the intensity 
increase of three peaks, i.e. S55, V85 and D34 (Figure 4.13).  
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Figure 4.13. Superimposition of β2m ΔN6 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz after one month without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNPs (protein/NP = 608). 
The corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported by single letter code 
and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots of amide chemical 
shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively. The two 
horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the displacement of one 
standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, respectively. To avoid 
graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were reported only every other 
two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also W95 detected side-chain 
(SC) NH resonance was included in the abscissa label list. The missing labels do not 
include the following unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I7, 
P14, A15, V27, P32, S33, H51, D53, K58, W60, S61, P72, S88, P90. 
An intensity increase reflects a decrease in the transverse relaxation rate. 
This decrease can be connected to an increase in the local mobility of regions 
that are characterized by slow conformational exchange processes or to the 
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dynamics of resident water molecules. In this latter case, if a water molecule 
is strictly bound to a residue, the intensity of that residue signal is often 
affected by the efficiency of the selective flip-back pulse used in the HSQC 
sequence to suppress the solvent magnetization.117 This efficiency, in turn, 
depends on experimental conditions (power missettings, radiofrequency 
inhomogeneity, specific selective pulse shape). β2m has several resident 
water molecules, among which the ones bound to H84 and L39 are the most 
important.143 The intensity increases of V85 and of the spatially close D34 are 
likely to be associated with the reorganization of the water molecule bound 
to H84. The side chain of S55 forms probably hydrogen bonds with water, 
therefore its intensity can be modulated by water dynamics. Moreover, S55 is 
located within the DE loop which is known to undergo conformational 
exchange processes144 whereas the whole D strand is surely involved in 
intermolecular association equilibria.145  These processes can be surely 
affected in the presence of the nanoparticle. These possible explanations were 
no further investigated due to the low sample concentrations.  
After one month, ∆N6 blank sample showed clear traces of unfolding 
with the appearance of new peaks in the random coil region (Figure 4.13 a). 
This destructuration did not happen in the sample in which the protein was 
incubated with Cit-AuNPs meaning that the NP presence was able to rescue 
∆N6 from its intrinsic partial unfolding. 
All the solutions were tested also after one year and they were found 
stable as the features observed after one month were maintained. 
On decreasing the protein/NP ratio from 680 to 160, some chemical shift 
deviations were observed for all the three β2m variants, in addition to 
intensity attenuations. Considering the average relative intensity and the 
chemical shift variations, the perturbation extent sequence going from the 
least to the most perturbed was wild-type, D76N and ΔN6. The fact that the 
conformations of D76N and ΔN6 were more affected by the presence of the 
nanoparticles, can be justified considering that they are less stable than WT 
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of 2.7 and 2.5 kcal/mol, respectively.61,63 In addition, the truncated structure 
of ΔN6 makes it less protected, meaning that any interaction can have a 
larger effect on the protein conformation, though the overall tertiary 
structure is still preserved.  
By analysing the results obtained from the samples in which the 
protein/NP ratio was decreased, it was possible for WT to discover 
additional portions of the protein that were affected by the presence of the 
nanoparticles (Figures 4.14 and 4.15).  
 
 
Figure 4.14. a) Superimposition of β2m WT 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 600 
MHz without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNPs (protein/NP = 160). The 
corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported by single letter code and 
side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots of amide chemical shift 
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perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively. The two 
horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the displacement of one 
standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, respectively. To avoid 
graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were reported only every other 
two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also the following detected 
side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa label list, according to 
the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, N83*, Q89*, W95, 
where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine 
and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, T4, P5, Q8, P14, A15, 
S20, V27, H31, P32, E36, H51, D53, L54, S57, K58, W60, F62, Y63, P72, T86, S88, P90. 
In particular, a more extended involvement of the region that surrounds 
the N-terminal top (N-terminal tail, BC loop and DE loop) was observed.  
Figure 4.15. a) Synopsis of β2m WT positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
Cit-AuNPs and their secondary structure element location when protein/NP = 160. 
b) β2m WT cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the outlier residues already 
present when protein/NP = 608 and in magenta the additional ones revealed when 
protein/NP = 160. 
The involvement of the AB loop for D76N, suggested by some chemical 
shift perturbations in the first older sample, was definitively confirmed in the 
second sample (Figures 4.16 and 4.17). It is worth noting that the D76N batch 
used to prepare these samples presented immediately after the dissolution 
some misfolding signals in both blank and NP-containing samples. It is quite 
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common finding instable D76N batches with a high tendency to spontaneous 
partial unfolding. 
 
 
Figure 4.16. a) Superimposition of β2m D76N 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 600 
MHz without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNPs (protein/NP = 160). The 
corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported by single letter code and 
side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots of amide chemical shift 
perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively. The two 
horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the displacement of one 
standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, respectively. To avoid 
graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of both panels were reported only every other 
two signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also the following detected 
side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa label list, according to 
the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, N83*, Q89*, W95, 
where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine 
and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, T4, P5, Q8, R12, P14, 
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A15, S20, L23, N24, V27, H31, P32, E36, V37, H51, D53, L54, F56, S57, K58, F62, Y63, 
P72, E74, C80, T86, S88, P90. 
 
 
Figure 4.17. a) Synopsis of β2m D76N positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
Cit-AuNPs and their secondary structure element location when protein/NP = 160. 
b) β2m D76N cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the outlier residues 
already present when protein/NP = 608 and in magenta the additional ones 
revealed when protein/NP = 160. 
The chemical shift perturbation in ΔN6 spectra considerably increased 
(∆δav = 0.032 ± 0.033 ppm), but did not involve other residues with respect to 
those observed at higher protein concentration. The intensity attenuation, 
instead, showed the involvement of other protein patches close to the ones 
highlighted before: the perturbation of the B strand propagated also to the 
neighbour strand A (Q8 and S11) and strand F (L65 and Y67) and the FG loop 
(V82 and N83), that is close to the BC loop, proved to be affected as well 
(Figures 4.18 and 4.19). 
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Figure 4.18. a) Superimposition of β2m ΔN6 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 600 
MHz without (blue) and with (red) Cit-AuNPs (protein/NP ratio of 160). The 
corresponding backbone amide assignments are reported by single letter code and 
side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) Bar plots of amide chemical shift 
perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak relative intensity (RI), respectively. In c) the error 
was calculated from the signal-to-noise ratio. The two horizontal lines indicate the 
average values (red) and the displacement of one standard deviation (blue) above 
and below the average for Δδ and RI, respectively. To avoid graphic crowding, the 
abscissa labels of both panels were reported only every other two signals. Besides 
the observed backbone amides, also W95 detected side-chain (SC) NH resonance 
was included in the abscissa label list. The missing labels do not include the 
following unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I7, P14, A15, 
V27, P32, S33, H51, D53, K58, W60, S61, P72, S88, P90. 
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Figure 4.19. a) Synopsis of β2m ΔN6 positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
Cit-AuNPs and their secondary structure element location when protein/NP = 160. 
b) β2m ΔN6 cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the outlier residues already 
present when protein/NP = 608 and in magenta the additional ones revealed when 
protein/NP = 160. 
The reported data suggest that when the protein is in high excess a 
longer equilibration time is required to propagate in the bulk solution the 
conformational effect induced by the NPs. When the protein excess is 
reduced, the equilibration time is faster and the effects of the interaction are 
more remarkable. 
If the presence of a protein layer strongly bound in an irreversible 
manner to the NP is contemplated and the geometric maximum occupancy 
of the NP surface by the protein is considered, when the protein/NP ratio is 
160 at least half of the protein should be permanently attached to the NP 
surface. Since the NMR signal of a protein firmly bound to a big object like a 
NP would be undetectable because of its broadness, all correlation peaks 
should show a relative intensity of at least 0.5. With all the three variants 
analysed, the presence of signals with relative intensity higher than 0.5 
indicates that the existence of a hard corona tightly adsorbed on the NP 
surface and of a soft corona in exchange with the solution can be set aside. 
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What NMR actually showed is the effect on the protein upon its reversible 
and labile direct interaction with Cit-AuNPs. In all the recorded spectra only 
one signal for each amino acid was observed, except for D96 and R97. The 
occurrence of single resonances means that a slow exchange regime in which 
the exchange rate is much lower than the chemical shift difference between 
the free and NP-bound protein states can be ruled out. When there is a single 
peak whose position reflects the population-weighted averages of chemical 
shifts of the free and bound form, the exchange can be fast or intermediate 
with respect to the chemical shift scale. In intermediate regime, the exchange 
produces also an increase in the linewidth that can be as severe to determine 
the practical loss of the signal. However, the linewidth is not only affected by 
the rate of exchange, but also by the local dynamics and the overall rotational 
tumbling speed that determine both the dipolar (DD) and chemical shift 
anisotropy (CSA) contributions to relaxation. Therefore, the fact that there is 
only one intermediate signal whose intensity is usually decreased by 
linewidth broadening can account both for the onset of an intermediate 
exchange and/or for a fast exchange associated with a decrease in local 
mobility and/or a decrease in tumbling rate leading to DD/CSA broadening. 
The splitting of two signals (D96 and R97) is more likely to reflect an 
interconversion between two different, local conformations that occurs 
slowly with respect to the NMR time scale. So, the presence of 7.5-nm-
diameter Cit-AuNPs favours the onset of a local conformational 
heterogeneity at the C-terminus of β2m that becomes detectable because of 
an inherently slow interconversion regime. This was observed for all the 
three variants tested. 
The previous results40,146 obtained with commercial, 5-nm-diameter Cit-
AuNPs for WT and D76N β2m showed substantially no chemical shift 
variation, no clear hint of new conformations and no time dependence of the 
salient NMR parameters. In addition, the regions affected were restricted to 
smaller portions that however were found to be affected also in the present 
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work. This discrepancy should mainly be due to the different NP 
dimensions. The perturbation of β2m conformation was greater in presence 
of the bigger Cit-AuNPs used in this work. This can be explained simply 
considering that the lower surface curvature of bigger nanoparticles provides 
a larger surface area of contact that allows stronger interactions which result 
in greater perturbation of protein structure. Furthermore, AuNPs can have 
different superficial microstructure since they are produced with different 
methodologies. The relevance of curvature and microstructure for the 
affinity has been repeatedly pointed out.23,147–149  
It is worth mentioning that the composition of the commercial and 
synthesized Cit-AuNP solutions was different. Commercial Cit-AuNPs 
showed 1H NMR peaks assigned to unknown species that were declared to 
be present in the preparations (e.g. tartrate) while in-house-synthesized NPs 
displayed only citrate signals (Figure 4.20).  
 
Figure 4.20. Stacked 1H NMR spectra of commercial Cit-AuNPs (above) and in 
house synthesized Cit-AuNPs (below). The comparison between the two spectra 
reveals that while in the home made sample only citrate is present, in the purchased 
one other species are present in considerable amounts. 
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Moreover, the commercial products were always buffered with 25 mM 
sodium phosphate that was instead incompatible with the stability of the in-
house-synthesized preparations. 
 
4.1.3 β2m backbone dynamics and exchange 
processes in presence of Cit-AuNPs 
15N NMR relaxation experiments are powerful tools to gain information 
about the backbone dynamics of proteins. Longitudinal, transverse and 
rotating frame relaxation rates, along with 1H-15N NOE, are unique probes to 
investigate backbone internal motions at a single-residue level. In the attempt 
to understand the impact of Cit-AuNPs on β2m wild-type backbone internal 
motions, the measurement of these relaxation parameters was planned. The 
aim was to acquire information on possible differences in protein flexibility 
and to estimate the overall rotational correlation time by analysing relaxation 
parameters and NOE values in terms of reduced spectral density 
mapping.150–154 Moreover, by comparing R2 and R1ρ, it would be possible to 
highlight chemical and/or conformational exchange contributions to the 
transverse relaxation. The attempt to perform this analysis failed because of 
the scarce quality of the spectra. Since the protein concentration was very 
low (4 µM), spectra had a low signal-to-noise ratio and the too large errors on 
relaxation rate values, i.e. between 15% and 30%, approximatively, made 
unreliable the analysis. R1, R2, R1ρ and NOE values and the corresponding 
errors are reported in the Appendix for β2m alone and in presence of Cit-
AuNPs (Table A1 and A2). The large uncertainty prevented the significant 
identification of any variation in protein dynamics due to Cit-AuNPs 
presence. The impossibility to concentrate Cit-AuNPs without their 
aggregation restricts the operative protein concentration and consequently 
the accessibility to this quite demanding NMR experiments. On the other 
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hand, by increasing the protein concentration the large protein/NP ratio 
would dilute too much the NP-protein interaction effect.   
To assess exchange contributions to transverse relaxation rates related to 
the interaction with nanoparticles, relaxation dispersion experiments were 
performed on both β2m alone and in presence of Cit-AuNPs. Even if the 
experiment and the fitting of relaxation dispersion curves was successful, 
again the low signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra did not allow to get reliable 
and definitive results. In Figure 4.21 the relaxation dispersion curves for 
some residues that have been found to be affected by exchange are shown 
and all the exchange rate constants obtained from the fitting are reported in 
Table 4.1. 
 
 
  Figure 4.21. β2m relaxation dispersion curves for a) Lys19 and b) Leu39 in the 
control sample and of c) Ser52 and d) Tyr78 in the sample containing Cit-AuNPs. 
The blue lines correspond to the fitting with Equation 3.10.130 
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Table 4.1. Exchange constant values obtained by fitting relaxation dispersion data 
using Equation 3.10 (slow exchange limit) or Equation 3.11 (fast exchange limit). 
  
β2m 
Residue Exchange limit kex (s-1)  kex error (s-1) 
Gln2 Slow 13.9 21.40 
Lys19 Slow 11.7 5.90 
Leu39 Slow 7.90 3.36 
Lys75 Slow 2.16 18.10 
Glu77 Slow 2.54 17.74 
Phe22 Fast 941 6129 
Asp96 Fast 96.9 1729 
β2m + Cit-AuNPs 
Arg12 Slow 8.00 9.12 
Lys19 Slow 3.34 6.64 
Leu23 Slow 3.89 5.23 
Ser52 Slow 5.26 3.89 
Ser61 Slow 20.5 428.8 
Glu69 Slow 2.91 9.32 
Phe70 Slow 10.4 11.70 
Tyr78 Slow 7.16 6.82 
His84 Slow 2.85 4.33 
Gln2 Fast 475 1173 
Arg81 Fast 1150 3101 
Thr86 Fast 213 634.9 
 
Additional work is still in progress in order to optimize relaxation 
experiments. 
 
4.1.4 Binding of β2m variants to Cit-AuNPs 
To characterize the binding of the three β2m variants selected, i.e. wild-
type, D76N and ΔN6, with Cit-AuNPs, two different spectroscopic 
techniques were exploited. The effect of the interaction was studied both on 
β2m intrinsic fluorescence and on Cit-AuNP UV-Vis absorption.  
Dissolving different concentrations of β2m going from 0.5 to 10 µM in 25 
nM Cit-AuNP solutions caused the complete quenching of the protein. To 
follow this quenching phenomenon, small amounts of Cit-AuNPs were 
progressively added to 0.5 μM β2m solutions going from a protein/NP ratio 
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of 5000 to 500, approximately. During the titration, the shape and the 
position of the protein emission spectra were preserved for all the variants 
tested (Figure 4.22 a, b, c and d).  
 
 
Figure 4.22. a), b), c) and d) Fluorescence quenching of 0.5 µM WT, D76N, ΔN6 and 
W60G β2m, respectively, with Cit-AuNP concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.8 nM.  
This means that at the protein/NP ratios employed for the fluorescence 
analysis the native structure of all the three proteins was conserved without 
any perturbation of the core region in which Trp95, the main responsible of 
β2m fluorescence, is buried. The capability of Cit-AuNPs to quench not only 
the more exposed tryptophan residue (Trp60) but also the more protected 
one (Trp95) was confirmed by the complete quenching of the protein by 
higher NP concentrations and also by the fact that using W60G mutant, in 
which the outermost tryptophan is replaced by a glycine, the same 
quenching trend was found (Figure 4.22 d). 
As predicted by the Stern-Volmer model,111 on increasing the NP 
concentration the protein fluorescence intensity decreased following a linear 
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trend (Figure 4.23 a). Since on the surface of a nanoparticle there are multiple 
protein binding sites, the Hill equation23 was applied to the fluorescence data 
(Figure 4.23 b) to estimate the apparent dissociation constants (Kd).  
 
Figure 4.23. WT, D76N, ΔN6 and W60G β2m fluorescence quenching data fitted by 
a) the Stern-Volmer equation111 and b) the Hill equation.23 Data are presented as 
average of three independent experiments and the error is the standard deviation. 
The values obtained from the Hill fitting are reported in Table 4.2.  
Table 4.2. Parameters obtained from fluorescence quenching data fitted with Hill 
equation for WT, D76N, ΔN6 and W60G β2m. See Section 3.2 for error calculation.  
β2m variant Kd /10-9 M Hill 
coefficient  R
2
 
WT 2.3 ± 0.50 0.91 ± 0.090 0.98 
D76N 1.8 ± 0.48 0.88 ± 0.098 0.99 
ΔN6 1.9 ± 0.29 0.92 ± 0.093 0.99 
W60G 2.6 ± 0.54 0.79 ± 0.13 0.99 
 
As can be seen from Table 4.2, the dissociation constants are in the range 
of 10-9 M and are the same within the experimental error for all the four 
variants. If a static quenching is assumed, these constants represent the 
strength of the complex between the proteins and Cit-AuNPs. A Kd in the 
nM range implies a very strong binding that should reach very quickly 
saturation. The NMR experimental evidence is inconsistent with this picture, 
because an important increase in the degree of protein signal perturbations 
was observed moving from a protein/NP ratio of 680/1 to 160/1. However, 
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the quenching process can not be purely collisional because considering that 
tryptophan fluorescence lifetimes (τ0) in proteins range between 1 and 10 
ns,155 the bimolecular quenching constant (kq) would be 1017-1018 M-1 s-1, 
which is unphysical. In addition to the formation of a complex between Cit-
AuNPs and the proteins, there should be other mechanisms that contribute 
to quenching, i.e. RET (Resonance Energy Transfer) or photoinduced electron 
transfer.155 Since the variant W60G β2m, bearing a single tryptophan residue 
at position 95, keeps exhibiting the same fluorescence quenching pattern as 
observed with the other β2m species containing two tryptophan residues, an 
intramolecular donor-acceptor transfer mechanism, i.e. FRET (Förster 
Resonant Energy Transfer), can be safely ruled out.  
From a nanoparticle point of view, the interaction can be studied by 
analysing the effect of the protein adsorption on the SPR band of AuNPs in 
the UV-Vis spectrum. The addition of increasing amounts of the selected β2m 
variants to Cit-AuNP solution induced a progressive red shift of the plasmon 
absorption peak along with its broadening and intensity increase (Figure 
4.24). 
 
Figure 4.24. UV-Vis spectra of 30 nM Cit-AuNP after the progressive addition of WT 
β2m (0-20 μM). The enlargement highlights the spectral changes. The same outcome 
was obtained also for D76N and ΔN6. 
To estimate if the binding affinity of the different variants for Cit-AuNPs 
is of the same extent, the shift of the SPR peak as the protein concentration 
increases was fitted to a Langmuir adsorption isotherm37 (Figure 4.25). 
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Figure 4.25. Plot of the variation of the plasmon band maximum as a function of 
β2m concentration for WT (black dots), ΔN6 (red triangles) and D76N (blue 
squares). The straight lines correspond to the Langmuir fitting.37 The experiment 
was done in triplicate for each variant and the error is the standard deviation. 
The saturation level was reached when the protein/NP ratio was around 
60-100, in good agreement with geometrical calculations and with a single 
protein layer formation. The values obtained from the fitting are reported in 
Table 4.3. The binding constants of the three β2m variants are in the same 
range, considering the statistical error, meaning that the extent of the 
interaction with Cit-AuNPs is the same.  
Table 4.3. Parameters obtained from UV-Vis data fitted with Langmuir equation for 
WT, D76N and ΔN6 β2m. 
β2m variant Ka (M-1) Δλmax (nm) 
WT (3.33 ± 0.53) x 106 6.82 ± 0.20 
D76N (4.12± 0.40) x 106 6.64 ± 0.12 
ΔN6 (3.96 ± 0.52) x 106 5.85 ± 0.14 
 
The same experiment was done only with WT on purchased Cit-AuNPs 
of 20 nm. To compare the strength of the interaction with Cit-AuNPs of 
different sizes, a solution of synthesized 7.5 nm AuNPs was diluted to a 
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value in which the gold surface area was the same as in the purchased 0.8 
nM 20 nm NPs. With the bigger NPs the association constant was found to be 
(14.62 ± 0.98) x 106 and with 7.5 nm NPs it was (8.20 ± 0.87) x 106. The 
stronger association of the protein on the 20 nm NPs can be explained 
considering that there is a flatter surface for the interaction, i.e. the affinity 
increases on lowering the curvature.23 Another interesting feature worth 
being considered is the increase of the apparent association constant with 
dilution of 7.5-nm NPs. This behaviour reflects a stoichiometry other than 
1:1.   
It is worth noting that the application of the Langmuir model is a very 
simple way to describe the absorption of molecules to a surface, but is not 
completely suited to protein-NP systems mainly because it assumes that on 
the surface there is only one type of binding site, though it is well known that 
gold clusters have different surface defects like corners and edges with 
different binding affinities.156  
Although the constant values obtained from fluorescence and UV-Vis 
data can not be considered actual values for the reasons stated before, these 
experiments provided useful information. Both experiments revealed that 
the extent of the interaction is the same for the three variants despite the 
conformational perturbation of ΔN6 proved to be more extended in the NMR 
experiments. Furthermore, fluorescence results rule out an overall native 
structure loss in presence of Cit-AuNPs for all the three mutants, as inferred 
from NMR experiments. 
 
4.1.5 Effect of Cit-AuNPs on β2m aggregation and 
association equilibria 
The frequency shift (∆f) and the dissipation change (∆D) were recorded 
when D76N β2m alone, Cit-AuNPs alone and the mixture with a protein/NP 
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ratio of 35 flowed on the Au-coated QCMD sensor (Figure 4.26). D76N 
variant was chosen because it displays in solution more pronounced inter-
monomer interactions, consistently with enhanced amyloidogenicity. The 
saturation ∆f (∆fsat) and ∆D (∆Dsat) values are reported in Table 4.4. The 
differences in ∆fsat and ∆Dsat observed for D76N β2m in presence and in 
absence of Cit-AuNPs are significative, since the error correlated with 
frequency and dissipation changes are ±0.1 Hz and 1 × 10-7 dissipation units, 
respectively.157 
The frequency shift was fitted with the Sauerbrey equation48 to calculate 
the mass density expressed in ng· cm-2 (Figure 4.27 d). From the mass 
density, it was possible to calculate the surface coverage density in terms of 
particle/cm2 (Table 4.4). For the protein alone a higher surface coverage was 
calculated (14.5 × 1012)   with respect to the protein in presence of Cit-AuNPs 
(12.7 × 1012). If the crystallographic dimensions of β2m139 are considered, a 
surface coverage of 11.4 × 1012 proteins/cm2 and 26.3 × 1012 proteins/cm2 can 
be estimated for lying and standing β2m cylindroids, respectively. Thus, it 
can be inferred that D76N β2m formed mainly a single protein layer on the 
sensor substrate approaching the surface preferentially through the β-sheet 
domains and that the packing density was reduced in presence of Cit-
AuNPs. As far as Cit-AuNPs are concerned, the experimental surface 
coverage (0.053 × 1012 NPs/cm2) was far from the one calculated from the NP 
diameter obtained by TEM considering a filling factor of 0.6538 (1.47 × 1012 
NP/cm2).    
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Figure 4.26. QCMD frequency (red) and dissipation (blue) plots for a) D76N β2m, b) 
Cit-AuNPs and c) D76N β2m in presence of Cit-AuNPs. 
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Table 4.4. QCMD adsorption data at saturation, their percentage variation after 
rinsing and the particle (protein or nanoparticle) density calculated from Sauerbrey 
fitting48 of frequency data for D76N β2m, Cit-AuNPs and D76N β2m in presence of 
Cit-AuNPs. 
Sample Δfsat (Hz) ΔDsat /10-6 Δfrinsing (%) particles/cm2 
D76N β2m -15.7 0.16 2.5 % 14.5 x 1012 
Cit-AuNPs -12.2 0.36 -8.5 % 0.053 x 1012 
D76N β2m + 
Cit-AuNPs -13.9 0.39 9.3 % 12.7 x 10
12 
 
To evaluate the adsorption kinetics, the Boltzmann fitting of the ∆f plot 
was performed (Figure 4.27 a, b and c). The values of the adsorption time 
constants (dt) (Table 4.5) revealed that the protein rate of adsorption was 
higher in presence than in absence of Cit-AuNPs. This faster behaviour of the 
protein when incubated with NPs can be explained considering the 
occurrence of a lower extent of oligomeric association.  
 
Figure 4.27. Plots showing QCMD frequency changes as a function of time when a) 
β2m, b) Cit-AuNPs and d) β2m/Cit-AuNPs mixture (35/1) were injected. The red 
lines indicate the Boltzmann sigmoid fitting. In d) the corresponding mass density 
plot obtained from Sauerbrey equation48 is reported. 
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Table 4.5. Parameters obtained from QCMD frequency data fitted with Boltzmann 
sigmoid. 
Sample A1 (Hz) A2 (Hz) t0 (s) dt (s-1) χ2 R2 
D76N 
β2m 1.14±0.16 -15.27±0.02 1788.20±5.36 180.55±3.58 0.098 0.99 
Cit-
AuNPs 1949.27±24044.73 -13.63±0.10 -5588.50±17263.4 1369.13±81.02 0.048 0.99 
D76N 
β2m + 
Cit-
AuNPs 
3.83±0.29 -13.93±0.01 1568.17±6.04 163.13±2.32 0.017 0.99 
 
From the frequency plots another important information can be drawn. 
After the buffer rinsing step, for both the protein alone and in presence of 
Cit-AuNPs, a small frequency increase was recorded reflecting a fractional 
desorption and washing away of the protein. Probably, while most of the 
proteins were bound to the gold surface in an irreversible way, a small 
fraction was only physisorbed and could be easily removed by rinsing. The 
percentage of frequency variation induced by rinsing was higher in presence 
of Cit-AuNPs (Table 4.4) probing that more proteins were loosely bound. 
During the adsorption process, the frequency shift was associated with a 
dissipation change (Figure 4.26). The energy dissipation is related to the 
viscoelastic properties of the adsorbed layer. D76N β2m showed a very low 
dissipation increase typical of rigid systems.157 This behaviour reflects β2m 
small dimensions and its compact structure. In presence of Cit-AuNPs, a 
larger dissipation change was observed indicating the presence of a more 
flexible protein layer. To relate dissipation changes to frequency changes as 
they occurred during time, ∆D was plotted versus -∆f (D-f plot) (Figure 4.28). 
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Figure 4.28. D-f plots for a) D76N β2m, b) Cit-AuNPs and c) D76N β2m in presence 
of Cit-AuNPs. The error bar corresponds to 1 × 10-7.157 The red lines represent the 
linear fittings. The table in d) reports the slope of the linear fittings. 
The density of the points in D-f plots depends on the adsorption kinetics, 
the faster the kinetics the farther the points. The lower density of the points 
in the D-f plot that corresponds to the protein incubated with Cit-AuNPs 
(Figure 4.28 c) confirmed the faster adsorption kinetics already found with 
Boltzmann fitting of frequency variation data. Moreover, the presence of a 
single slope in each plot assured that there was only one kinetic process 
during adsorption.136,137 The possibility of recognizing two slopes, albeit 
beyond the experimental error confidence, appears consistent with an 
adsorption mechanism proposed by Glomm et al.137 The presence of a second 
distinct slower adsorption regime is explained by Gloom and co-workers 
with an initial adsorption where protein-surface interactions prevail and 
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then, as the surface coverage increases, also protein-protein interactions 
become important slowing down the adsorption process. Beyond kinetic 
information, the slope of D-f plots is related to the viscoelastic properties of 
the adsorbed layer.137 As can be seen in Figure 4.28 d, a higher slope was 
extracted for the sample in which the protein was incubated with Cit-AuNPs.  
The larger dissipation and dissipation derivative with respect to mass 
deposition of protein with NP should be due to intermolecular (interstitial) 
hydration increase. The intermolecular hydration decreases the compactness 
of the protein layer and thereby increasing its dissipative ability and reflects 
also the lower ∆f. The increase of interstitial water in presence of AuNPs can 
be again attributed to a lower degree of protein association.  
To further prove that QCMD results can be correlated to Cit-AuNPs 
ability to affect D76N β2m association equilibria, the translational diffusion 
coefficients of β2m species in the absence and in the presence of Cit-AuNPs 
were measured by recording DOSY experiments.133 It has been already 
shown that in solution β2m monomers exist in equilibrium with aggregated 
oligomers of variable stoichiometry among which the dimer is the most 
abundant one.140,141 This means that the diffusion coefficient measured by 
DOSY is an average of these species with different molecular weight. It was 
found that Cit-AuNPs increased systematically the diffusion coefficients of 
all the β2m variants considered (Figure 4.29). The difference was more 
evident with the more amyloidogenic variants but is definitely assessed also 
for wild-type β2m. The increase in the diffusion coefficient recorded in 
presence of Cit-AuNPs is consistent with a shift of β2m association equilibria 
towards the lower molecular weight oligomers, i.e. closer to the monomer. 
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Figure 4.29. Overlap of aliphatic region of WT, D76N and ΔN6 DOSY spectra 
recorded without (blue) and with (green) Cit-AuNPs. 
This result is in agreement with QCMD results and also with molecular 
dynamics simulations in which D76N dimers revealed to be disrupted in 
presence of Cit-AuNPs.146  
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4.2 Cit-AuNP effect on D76N β2m fibrillogenesis 
Cit-AuNPs proved to be able to interfere with β2m self-assembly and 
with ∆N6 variant partial unfolding. The association of β2m monomers and 
the presence of partially unfolded intermediates are both considered key 
steps in β2m fibrillation process,54 therefore, Cit-AuNPs direct effect on β2m 
in vitro fibrillogenesis was studied.  
Among the β2m variants, D76N is the only one that requires fibrillogenic 
conditions compatible with Cit-AuNP stability. Typically, β2m fibrillogenesis 
is triggered in vitro by acidic conditions, whereas D76N variant forms fibrils 
at neutral pH by incubation at 37 °C and agitation.  
To follow D76N fibril formation, three different methods were 
employed: thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence, TEM and native agarose gel 
electrophoresis. The ThT assay (Figure 4.30) showed that, when the 
fibrillogenesis was done in presence of Cit-AuNPs, the fluorescence recorded 
was lower compared to the control sample.  
 
Figure 4.30. Fibrillogenesis of 20 µM D76N β2m monitored by means of ThT 
fluorescence intensity in the control sample (black line) and in the presence of Cit-
AuNPs (red line). Measurements were always performed in triplicate. 
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The possibility of ThT fluorescence quenching by the nanoparticles was 
ruled out by observing that the ThT fluorescence intensity of D76N β2m 
mature fibrils in the absence and in the presence of Cit-AuNPs was the same. 
This led to the conclusion that the ThT assay result shown in Figure 4.30 
reflected a partial inhibition of fibrillogenesis in presence of Cit-AuNP. This 
result was further confirmed by TEM images. The control sample showed a 
huge amount of fibrils, instead, when D76N β2m was incubated with Cit-
AuNPs, fibres could hardly be detected (Figure 4.31).  
 
Figure 4.31. TEM micrographs of 20 µM D76N β2m incubated under fibrillogenic 
conditions a) in the absence of Cit-AuNPs, b) and c) in presence of Cit-AuNPs. 
Fibres are massively present in a), totally absent in b) and c). The aggregate 
observed in c) was not fibrillar although it may be ThT positive. 
In presence of Cit-AuNPs, within the nanoparticle patches, there seems 
to be an amorphous protein agglomerate (Figure 4.31 c) whose nature 
escapes direct determinations.  
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In order to clarify the observed inhibition phenomenon, a soluble 
fraction analysis by native agarose gel electrophoresis was undertaken. 
(Figure 4.32).  
 
Figure 4.32. Native agarose gel electrophoresis of 20 µM D76N β2m exposed to 
fibrillogenic conditions a) without Cit-AuNPs and b) with Cit-AuNPs, at different 
incubation times. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue. The band corresponding 
to the second species appearing in the presence of Cit-AuNPs is highlighted by a 
black box. c) Native agarose gel electrophoresis of Cit-AuNPs alone. 
A lower amount of soluble protein can be noticed from the very 
beginning in presence of Cit-AuNPs, when no aggregation had yet occurred 
according to Figure 4.30. Electrophoresis analysis was preceded by a 
centrifugation step during which most of the NPs precipitated out of the 
solution, dragging out also protein material, as confirmed also by UV control 
of the supernatant. This happened even under static, i.e. non-fibrillogenic, 
conditions with the loss of 40-50% of the initially incubated protein, in 
comparison with the same sample without Cit-AuNPs when submitted to 
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centrifugation, as determined both from band intensity of native agarose gel 
electrophoresis (Figure 4.33 b) and UV assay on supernatant.  
 
 
Figure 4.33. Native agarose gel electrophoresis of 20 µM D76N β2m under non-
fibrillogenic conditions, i.e. no agitation, a) without Cit-AuNPs and b) with Cit-
AuNPs, at different incubation times. The loss of protein in presence of Cit-AuNPs 
can be observed also in non-fibrillogenic conditions: the amount of free protein is 
lower if it is incubated with Cit-AuNPs (b) with respect to the control (a). In 
addition, the second species detected in presence of Cit-AuNPs when the protein is 
exposed to fibrillogenic conditions (see Figure 4.32 b) is absent. 
In both samples, a progressive reduction of monomeric D76N β2m band 
density suggests protein aggregation (Figure 4.32 a and b). Moreover, native 
gel electrophoresis showed in presence of Cit-AuNPs the appearance after 
two hours of another species with different electrophoretic mobility in 
comparison with the monomer (Figure 4.32 b). The existence of this species 
was linked both to fibrillogenic conditions, i.e. agitation at neutral pH of 
D76N β2m, and Cit-AuNP presence. However, it invariably disappeared in 
conjunction with the monomeric species (Figure 4.32 b). The corresponding 
electrophoretic band can not be ascribed to electrophoretic migration of Cit-
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AuNPs because these NPs are negative to Coomassie staining (Figure 4.32 c). 
In addition, the unknown species with low electrophoretic mobility were 
present even after the complete precipitation of Cit-AuNPs by prolonged 
centrifugation (Figure 4.34 d), as confirmed by UV-Vis.  
 
 
Figure 4.34. Native agarose gel electrophoresis of 20 µM D76N β2m incubated under 
fibrillogenic conditions: a) and c) without Cit-AuNPs and b) and d) with Cit-AuNP. 
The gels reported in c) and d) were run after long centrifugation (14000 rpm, 30 
minutes) that ensures complete precipitation of Cit-AuNPs, as checked by UV-Vis. 
Even in d) the presence of the unknown species (boxed in black) can be appreciated, 
confirming the absence of nanoparticles in this species. 
All the evidence then pointed to an oligomeric/aggregated protein 
species that was stabilized by the presence of Cit-AuNPs and did not affect 
the fibrillogenesis pattern.  
By expressing the protein precipitation kinetics as complementary loss 
percentage, it was found that the rate of monomeric protein disappearance 
was independent of the presence of Cit-AuNPs (Figure 4.35).  
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Figure 4.35. Precipitation kinetics measured by densitometric analysis of the bands 
in native agarose gel electrophoresis of the control (black) and the sample incubated 
with the Cit-AuNPs (red). The reported values were normalized by considering the 
respective band density at Time = 0. The experiment was done in triplicate and the 
errors are the standard deviations. 
The substantial identity of the kinetic profiles suggests that the inhibition 
of D76N β2m fibrillation, supported by ThT assay and TEM, arose from the 
competition of the Cit-AuNPs interaction with the protein fibrillation 
pathway. Furthermore, it was found that the extent of inhibition depended 
on the protein/NP ratio (Figure 4.36). On increasing the protein 
concentration with a fixed concentration of Cit-AuNPs, the amount of 
protein that underwent fibrillogenesis raised. This can be explained 
considering the progressive saturation of the interaction sites onto the Cit-
AuNP surface. At increasing protein concentration, only a progressively 
smaller percentage of the protein can interact with Cit-AuNPs thereby 
avoiding the fibrillation, whereas a progressively larger percentage remains 
available for fibrillogenesis. However, the percentage of the protein that does 
not fibrillate (e.g. 50% for 20 µM D76N) is higher than the percentage of the 
protein that would be tightly bound in a layer surrounding a Cit-AuNP (e.g. 
5-10% for 20 µM D76N), confirming that protein molecules rapidly exchange 
on NP surface and that Cit-AuNPs are able to spread their effect also to a 
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significative amount of the bulk proteins, as observed from NMR and QCMD 
experiments too. 
 
Figure 4.36. a) ThT-based monitoring of D76N β2m fibrillogenesis at varying protein 
concentrations in the absence (black) and presence of ~ 25 nM Cit-AuNPs (red) and 
b) bar plot representing the inhibitory capability of Cit-AuNPs at different protein 
concentrations measured considering the ThT assays results. All measurements 
were always performed in triplicate.   
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4.3 β2m wild-type interaction pattern with 
differently capped AuNPs 
The capability of hampering β2m fibrillation exhibited by Cit-AuNPs 
contrasts with previous findings in which other nanoparticles such as 
polymeric, acrylamide-based nanoparticles, cerium oxide nanoparticles, 
quantum dots and carbon nanotubes were found to promote β2m 
fibrillogenesis.85 The contrasting results obtained with different nanoparticles 
on β2m amyloid formation suggest that by fine tuning the physico-chemical 
properties of nanoparticles it is possible to achieve different, if not opposite, 
effects. As a proof of concept, the effect of different AuNP properties on β2m 
wild-type interaction pattern was investigated. To this aim negatively 
charged with different dimensions and positively charged alkanethiolate 
coated-AuNPs (AT-AuNP) were synthesized. 6-mercaptohexanoic acid 
(MHA) was used to produce 7.5 nm AuNPs covered by a negative 
alkanethiol, whereas 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) was employed to 
synthesize smaller (3.6 nm diameter) negatively charged AuNPs. To 
synthesize positively charged AuNPs, (11-mercaptoundecyl)-N,N,N-
trimethylammonium bromide (MUTAB) was used as ligand. For the 
considerations about the AuNP synthesis and related procedures see Section 
3.1. MHA-AuNPs and MUTAB-AuNPs do not differ only because of the 
charge, but also the alkyl chain length is different, i.e. 6 and 11 carbon atoms, 
respectively. Unfortunately, at the moment in which these experiments were 
undertaken, no longer ω-carboxy alkanethiols or shorter ω-
trimethylammonium alkanethiols were commercially available. 
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4.3.1 Alkanethiolate-AuNPs stability in presence of 
β2m 
AT-AuNP solutions were found to be stable, but β2m addition decreased 
their colloidal stability leading to precipitation.  
When MHA-AuNPs were mixed with the protein solution (protein/NP 
= 600), during the first days no apparent agglomeration was observed. It was 
possible to titrate AuNPs with the protein and to follow the SPR red shift, as 
for Cit-AuNPs (Figure 4.37). 
 
Figure 4.37. a) MHA-AuNP absorption spectra after the progressive addition of β2m 
(0 - 45 µM) and b) the corresponding SPR red shift as a function of the protein 
concentration fitted with Langmuir equation (black line). 
The fitting of the SPR shift with the Langmuir adsorption isotherm gave 
an association constant (Ka) value of (0.18 ± 0.018) x 106. This value is lower 
than the one obtained with Cit-AuNPs, i.e. (3.33 ± 0.53) x 106. It is worth 
stressing that we are dealing with a different AuNP system in which the 
distance between the protein and the gold surface is higher due to the 
presence of the alkanathiolate shell. Gold plasmon response to protein 
adsorption is probably affected by the alkanethiolate layer and the direct 
comparison of the association constant values could not be considered a 
proper way to compare the strength of the interaction.  
 After one month, a black precipitate was found on the bottom of the 
flask. The nearly complete precipitation of MHA-AuNPs was confirmed by 
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UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 4.38 a). This phenomenon was attenuated in the 
sample in which the protein concentration was kept the same, but the NP 
concentration was two-fold. In this latter solution, AuNPs did not precipitate 
completely, but slowly settled (Figure 4.38 b). 
 
 
Figure 4.38. a) Absorption spectra of 25 nM MHA-AuNPs alone (black) and in the 
presence of 15 µM β2m soon after the solution preparation (red) and after one 
month (blue). b) Absorption spectra of 50 nM MHA-AuNPs alone (black) and in the 
presence of 15 µM β2m soon after the solution preparation (red) and after one 
month (blue).   
The MHA-AuNP precipitate formed after one month in presence of β2m 
was briefly sonicated and deposited on a TEM grid for imaging. TEM 
micrographs showed an agglomerated state of nanoparticles clearly 
embedded in a protein matrix represented by a grey halo (Figure 4.39 a and 
b). With the lower protein/NP ratio sample, this protein matrix was less 
evident, but big NP aggregates could still be observed (Figure 4.39 c). 
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Figure 4.39. a) TEM micrograph of sonicated precipitate made by 25 nM MHA-
AuNPs and 15 µM β2m; b) TEM micrograph of sonicated precipitate made by 25 nM 
MHA-AuNPs and 15 µM β2m stained with uranyl acetate and c) TEM micrograph 
of 50 nM MHA-AuNPs in the presence of 15 µM β2m.  
The same NP destabilising effect of the protein was observed with 
MUTAB-AuNPs, but in a more accentuated extent. Soon after the 
preparation of protein-NP solutions, the MUTAB-AuNP less concentrated 
solution started to aggregate and the more concentrated solution started to 
settle as can be seen in the UV-Vis spectra (Figure 4.40).  
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Figure 4.40. a) Absorption spectra of 25 nM MUTAB-AuNPs alone (black) and in the 
presence of 15 µM β2m soon after the solution preparation (red) and after one 
month (blue). b) Absorption spectra of 50 nM MHA-AuNPs alone (black) and in the 
presence of 15 µM β2m soon after the solution preparation (red) and after one 
month (blue).   
The sudden nanoparticle agglomeration can be easily followed with UV-
Vis by titrating AuNPs with the protein. The subsequent addition of protein 
led to progressive broadening reflecting the aggregation that occurred in 
solution (Figure 4.41).  
 
Figure 4.41. MUTAB-AuNP UV-Vis spectra after the progressive addition of β2m 
from 0 to 40 µM. 
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TEM images of sonicated precipitate made by 25 nM MUTAB-AuNPs 
and 15 µM β2m showed nanoparticle agglomerates, but even if the sample 
was stained with uranyl acetate, no distinctive evidence of protein presence 
inside these agglomerates could be detected (Figure 4.42 a). In the more 
concentrated sample the scenario is very similar to the one found with MHA-
AuNPs. In this case a grey halo that is usually attributed to the protein can be 
noticed among the nanoparticles (Figure 4.42 b). 
 
Figure 4.42. a) TEM micrograph of sonicated precipitate made by 25 nM MUTAB-
AuNPs and 15 µM β2m stained with uranyl acetate and b) TEM micrograph of 50 
nM MHA-AuNPs in the presence of 15 µM β2m.  
While MHA-AuNPs and MUTAB-AuNPs underwent an irreversible 
precipitation into black pellets upon protein addition, MPA-AuNPs 
precipitated within few hours, but the brownish precipitate could be easily 
dispersed again. The small size of MPA-AuNPs did not allow to follow NP-
protein interaction by UV-Vis spectroscopy. TEM images of the sonicated 
MPA-AuNP precipitate did not show nanoparticle aggregation, indeed the 
sample appeared well dispersed (Figure 4.43). 
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Figure 4.43. a) TEM micrograph of 2,5 µM MPA-AuNPs and 25 µM β2m. 
 
4.3.2 β2m characterization in presence of AT-AuNPs 
To understand what happened to β2m in presence of AT-AuNPs, UV-
Vis spectroscopy could not be used. AuNPs are known to absorb strongly at 
280 nm and even if they are almost all precipitated there can be still a NP 
contribution that is very hard to remove. Moreover, during incubation with 
β2m NP, agglomerate and the absorbance of the aggregates could be 
different from the one of the solution without the protein.  
The fate of β2m was investigated by two-dimensional NMR without any 
AuNP interference. The 1H 15N SOFAST HMQC spectrum of β2m recorded 
in presence of MHA-AuNPs (protein/NP = 600) showed a decrease of 
intensity when compared to the control (RIav = 0.81 ± 0.13) (Figure 4.44 c) and 
the loss of the whole ensemble of protein 15N-1H correlations after one month 
(Figure 4.45 a). It is worth highlighting that SOFAST experiments are very 
convenient to screen quickly the appearance of the two-dimensional NMR 
spectra, but they have a lower signal-to-noise ratio compared to HSQC which 
leads to a higher uncertainty on the intensity measurement. The quite high 
uncertainty on intensity measurement (8,1%) of the spectrum recorded in 
presence of MHA-AuNPs limits the confidence threshold for some of the 
observed changes, e.g. all the values above unit.  
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The intensity decrease dropped to 0.46 ± 0.092 at higher MHA-AuNP 
concentration (protein/NP = 300) (Figure 4.44 e). 
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Figure 4.44. a) Superimposition of β2m WT 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz without (blue) and with MHA-AuNP (protein/NP = 600 in green and 
protein/NP = 300 in red). The corresponding backbone amide assignments are 
reported by single letter code and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) 
Bar plots of amide chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations 
(RI), respectively, when protein/NP = 600. d) and e) Bar plots of amide chemical 
shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively, when 
protein/NP = 300. The horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the 
displacement of one standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, 
respectively. To avoid graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of the panels were 
reported only every other three signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also 
the following detected side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa 
label list, according to the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N83, Q89, W95, 
where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine 
and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, P5, Q8, P14, A15, F22, 
G29, P32, E36, V37, N42, H51, L54, K58, W60, S61, F62, Y63, P72, V85, S88, P90. In 
addition to the listed residues, in the spectrum of the solution with a higher NP 
concentration also R3, S11, R12, N24, V27, S28, H31, D38, L40, K41, F56, S57, L64, 
C80, R81, V82 and D96 were unobservable. 
In the sample in which MHA-AuNPs were more concentrated, 24% of 
the signals disappeared and new peaks in the random coil region appeared 
suggesting a partial loss of tertiary structure due to local unfolding (Figure 
4.44 a). This denaturation effect extended essentially over the whole molecule 
after one month (Figure 4.45 b).  
 
Figure 4.45. SOFAST HMQC spectrum recorded at 500 MHz of β2m WT incubated 
for one month with MHA-AuNP at a) protein/NP = 600 and b) protein/NP = 300.  
At both protein/NP ratios, the intensity decrease was not uniformly 
distributed along the protein backbone, but there were some signals that 
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proved more affected by the NP presence (Figure 4.44 c and e). In addition to 
this attenuation pattern, a significant average chemical shift variation (Δδav = 
0.015 ± 0.0077 ppm for protein/NP = 600 and Δδav = 0.023 ± 0.0096 ppm for 
protein/NP = 300) was observed (Figure 4.44 b and d). The most perturbed 
signals, i.e. relative intensity and chemical shift perturbation outliers, did not 
belong to residues clustering in restricted regions, but to locations rather 
spread over the protein structure, involving strands on both β-sheets and AB 
loop apical region (Figure 4.46).  
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Figure 4.46. a) Synopsis of β2m WT positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
MHA-AuNP and their secondary structure element location. b) and c) β2m WT 
cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the outlier residues already present 
when protein/NP = 600 and in magenta the additional ones revealed when 
protein/NP = 300. 
 
When MUTAB-AuNPs were mixed with β2m in a ratio of 1 to 600, the 
two-dimensional spectrum did not show overall significant intensity 
variations (RIav = 1.01 ± 0.093) and only small chemical shift deviations (∆δav 
= 0.0047 ± 0.029 ppm) could be detected (Figure 4.47 b and c). Although the 
average intensity and chemical shift variations were small, there were 
residues that resulted more affected by the presence of MUTAB-AuNPs. In 
addition to the apical loops (AB, BC, DE and EF), also some residues 
belonging to B, D and E β-strands presented significant perturbations (Figure 
4.48 a and b). These values do not change significantly after one month.  
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Figure 4.47. a) Superimposition of β2m WT 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz without (blue) and with MUTAB-AuNP (protein/NP = 600 in green and 
protein/NP = 300 in red). The corresponding backbone amide assignments are 
reported by single letter code and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) 
Bar plots of amide chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations 
(RI), respectively, when protein/NP = 600. d) and e) Bar plots of amide chemical 
shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations (RI), respectively, when 
protein/NP = 300. The horizontal lines indicate the average values (red) and the 
displacement of one standard deviation (blue) above and below the average, 
respectively. To avoid graphic crowding, the abscissa labels of the panels were 
reported only every other three signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also 
the following detected side-chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa 
label list, according to the primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N83, Q89, W95, 
where the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine 
and glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, T4, P5, Q8, P14, A15, 
S20, G29, P32, E36, V37, N42, H51, L54, S57, K58, W60, S61, F62, Y63, P72, V85, S88, 
P90. In addition to the listed residues, in the spectrum of the solution with a higher 
NP concentration also F22, S28, F30, H31 and D96 were unobservable. 
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When the protein/NP ratio was decreased, the average relative intensity 
decreased to 0.32 ± 0.068 and the average chemical shift perturbation raised 
to 0.014 ± 0.010 ppm (Figure 4.47 d and e). As the nanoparticle concentration 
increased, the protein spectrum revealed a quite strong interaction affecting 
mainly the apical region including the C-terminal portion (C-terminal tail, 
AB and EF loops) and the C-C’-D loop (Figure 4.48 a and c).  
 
Figure 4.48. a) Synopsis of β2m WT positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
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MUTAB-AuNP and their secondary structure element location. b) and c) β2m WT 
cartoon highlighting in red the locations of the outlier residues reported in a) for 
protein/NP = 600 and protein/NP =300, respectively. 
Differently with respect to the other AuNPs examined in this work, 
MPA-AuNPs could be dried and dispersed without any aggregation onset, 
thereby allowing for very high NP concentrations. Five different protein/NP 
ratios were examined going from 100 to 10. If the same geometrical 
considerations done for Cit-AuNPs in Section 4.1.1 are applied to 3.6 nm 
MPA-AuNPs, a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 50 proteins, 
approximately, can be adsorbed on their surface. In the HMQC spectra, in 
addition to a preferential intensity decrease, there was also an overall 
attenuation (Figure 4.49 c) reflecting the increase of protein recruitment by 
the increasing number of available interaction sites on NPs.  
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Figure 4.49. a) Superimposition of β2m WT 15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded at 500 
MHz without (blue) and with MPA-AuNP (protein/NP = 40 in green and 
protein/NP = 15 in red). The corresponding backbone amide assignments are 
reported by single letter code and side chain amides are indicated with SC. b) and c) 
Bar plots of amide chemical shift perturbations (Δδ) and cross-peak attenuations 
(RI), respectively. Refer to color legend for the protein/NP ratios. To avoid graphic 
crowding, the abscissa labels of the panels were reported only every other three 
signals. Besides the observed backbone amides, also the following detected side-
chain (SC) NH resonances were included in the abscissa label list, according to the 
primary sequence order: Q2, Q8*, N17, N21*, N24*, N42*, N83*, Q89*, W95, where 
the asterisk indicates the inclusion of two separate resonances for asparagine and 
glutamine side-chain amides. The missing labels do not include the following 
unobserved or non-existing backbone NH connectivities: I1, P5, P14, G29, P32, L54, 
K58, D59, W60, F62, P72, S88, and P90. 
 
The gradual intensity attenuation was associated with progressive 
chemical shift variation (Figure 4.49 b).  
With these small negatively charged NP, a much more specific and 
localized region was found to be perturbed (Figure 4.50). The patch involved 
two loops, namely BC loop (F30, H31, S33) and DE loop (S55, F56, S55, 
D59/W60 and S61) and the spatially close N-terminal tail (Q2 and R3). It was 
not possible to fit chemical shift perturbation data with a binding isotherm 
because the signals that showed the highest deviations were also the ones 
undergoing extensive attenuation up to complete cancellation in the first 
titration points.  
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Figure 4.50. a) Synopsis of β2m WT positions that proved most affected, i.e. 
displaced more than one standard deviation from the average, by the presence of 
MPA-AuNPs and their secondary structure element location. b) β2m WT cartoon 
highlighting in red the locations of the residues reported in a). 
 
4.3.3 Fluorescence study of β2m in presence of AT-
AuNPs 
From NMR results it can be inferred that, at least at the higher 
protein/NP ratios, while the negatively charged MHA-AuNPs are able to 
considerably affect β2m conformation, the positively charged MUTAB-
AuNPs leave the protein almost unperturbed. To further verify this 
conclusion, fluorescence experiments were performed. First of all, β2m 
intrinsic fluorescence trend with AT-AuNP concentration was different from 
that observed with Cit-AuNPs. With MHA-AuNPs, after an initial decrease 
(around 20%), the fluorescence intensity increased and the emission peak 
shifted (Figure 4.51 a). 
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Figure 4.51. a) and b) Fluorescence quenching of 0.5 µM WT and W60G β2m, 
respectively, with MHA-AuNP (protein/NP from 5000 to 500). The control sample 
spectrum is coloured in red, while the last titration point in green.  
 
This uncommon behaviour can be explained by considering two 
phenomena. The initial intensity decrease is likely to be due to the quenching 
of the limited Trp60 emission contribution to the whole fluorescence. Since 
Trp60 is exposed on the surface, it becomes accessible to the nanoparticle 
direct contact. The fluorescence of W60G variant is, indeed, approximately 
20% lower than the WT value as showed in Figure 4.54. Differently from Cit-
AuNPs, the gold core appeared to be unable to quench also the emission 
from Trp95 that is buried inside the protein structure, probably because of 
the interference of the alkanethiolate monolayer. After the initial quenching, 
the fluorescence pattern suggests a protein conformation perturbation 
induced by the nanoparticles that entails the intensity increase of Trp95 
fluorescence and the shift of the emission spectrum. This interpretation is 
supported by the result observed with W60G β2m variant that exhibited only 
the intensity increase and the shift of the emission band (Figure 4.51 b). With 
MPA-AuNPs the same trend was observed, but while with MHA-AuNPs a 
conformational rearrangement effect was observable within the NP 
concentration range from 0.08 to 0.8 nM, to reach the same effect, MPA-
AuNP concentration had to vary from 0.5 to 50 nM (Figure 4.52 a and b). 
Even considering that the surface of MPA-AuNPs is approximately one 
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fourth of MHA-AuNP surface, the perturbation induced by MPA-AuNPs 
proved to be weaker. This is consistent with previously established evidence 
of reduced interaction for NP with lower curvature radii.23,147–149  
 
Figure 4.52. a) and b) Fluorescence quenching of 0.5 µM WT and W60G β2m, 
respectively, with MPA-AuNP concentrations ranging from 0 to 50 nM. The control 
spectrum is coloured in red, while the last titration point in green. 
β2m titration with MUTAB-AuNPs showed an initial loss of intrinsic 
fluorescence, after which, nevertheless, the emission remained stable even on 
further NP addition (Figure 4.53 a).  
 
Figure 4.53. a) and b) Fluorescence quenching of 0.5 µM WT and W60G β 2m, 
respectively, with MUTAB-AuNPs concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.8 nM.  
This result supports a weak interaction, as inferred from NMR 
experiments, that was not able to propagate into the core of the protein in 
which Trp95 is located. This result was confirmed by the substantial 
constancy of W60G fluorescence spectra in presence of increasing amounts of 
MUTAB-AuNPs (Figure 4.53 b). 
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To understand the nature of the initial quenching, the bimolecular 
quenching constants were calculated from apparent Stern-Volmer 
constants111 and as a control β2m WT was titrated with MHA alkanethiol. 
Figure 4.54 shows that the addition of the alkanethiol alone was able to 
quench the fluorescence coming from Trp60.  
 
Figure 4.54. Fluorescence spectra of 0.5 µM WT (black solid line) and W60G (red 
line) β2m. The segmented lines correspond to the progressive addition of MHA thiol 
to WT β2m. 
Since the bimolecular quenching constants calculated from the apparent 
Stern-Volmer constant (Table 4.6) (assuming a fluorescence lifetime of 1-10 ns 
for the indole chromophore155) were higher than the collisional rate limit, i.e. 
2 x 1010 M-1s-1,155 the quenching of the external tryptophan resulted not 
purely collisional even with the alkanethiol. The results obtained are likely to 
be affected by inherent inaccuracies originating from the limited number of 
experimental points. With an allowance of a couple of orders of magnitude, 
while the isolated alkanethiol pattern could be reconciled with a collisional 
mechanism, the values of the bimolecular quenching constant remain still far 
from diffusional collision rate maximum with AT-AuNPs. 
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Table 4.6. Parameters obtained from fluorescence quenching data fitted with Stern-
Volmer equation111 for MHA-AuNPs, MUTAB-AuNPs, MPA-AuNPs and MHA. 
Only the initial points of the titration in which the fluorescence decreases increasing 
the titrant concentration were used for the Stern-Volmer fitting. 
Quencher KSV (M-1) R2 kq (M-1s-1)  
MHA-AuNPs 5 x 108 0.92 5 x 1017 - 5 x 1016 
MUTAB-AuNPs 1 x 109 0.95 1 x 1018 - 1 x 1017 
MPA-AuNPs 1 x 107 0.89 1 x 1016 - 1 x 1015 
MHA 9,8 x 103 0.80 9,8 x 1012 – 9,8 x 1011 
 
4.3.4 AT-AuNPs/β2m interaction mechanism 
 It has been reported that proteins can stabilize AuNPs158 or trigger their 
aggregation by reducing NP surface charge159 and/or by bridging them 
through multiple interactions160 leading in both cases to large agglomerates 
formation. The protein can then be released free in solution with or without 
conformational perturbations or it can be trapped in the agglomerate. 
As far as MHA-AuNPs are concerned, the interaction with β2m had a 
destabilizing effect and led within one month to complete precipitation. TEM 
showed that the precipitate was made of agglomerates embedded in a 
protein matrix. The presence of the protein inside these aggregates could be 
inferred also from NMR results, i.e. the scattered positions of the residues 
perturbed by the NP presence and the loss of protein NMR signals after one 
month. Moreover, the appearance of new peaks in the random coil region in 
the NMR spectra revealed that MHA-AuNPs induced β2m unfolding. The 
capability of MHA-AuNPs to alter considerably β2m structure was proved 
also by fluorescence experiments which showed an increase in Trp95 
fluorescence and a shift of the emission peak.   
Another mechanism seems to take place in presence of MUTAB-AuNPs. 
From the substantial invariance of β2m NMR spectra in presence of MUTAB-
AuNPs, at least when the protein was in large excess, it could be inferred that 
after the protein-induced agglomeration and subsequent precipitation of 
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NPs, β2m was mainly released to the bulk solution with only mild 
conformational changes. This last conclusion was assessed also by 
fluorescence titration experiments which did not exhibit any emission 
increase or shift. An additional proof of the protein exclusion from NP 
agglomerates came from TEM: even if the samples were stained with uranyl 
acetate, no clear evidences of the protein presence into NP aggregates could 
be found. Since β2m is slightly negative at physiological pH, the 
agglomeration of MUTAB-AuNPs is likely to be due to the reduction of NP 
positive surface charge when the protein is present in solution as a 
consequence of electrostatic screening. The relevance of electrostatic 
interactions was further confirmed by the location of the protein interaction 
patch. As all macromolecular polyelectrolytes, β2m has a dipolar nature with 
the negatively charged portion located at the C-terminal region, that in fact 
proved to be more involved in the interaction with MUTAB-AuNPs.  
With the small negatively charged MPA-AuNPs a localized region of the 
protein was found to be affected by the NP presence, i.e. the N-terminal 
apical part. As stated before, β2m has an overall molecular dipole whose 
positive end corresponds to the N-terminal domain through which the 
protein approaches the negatively charged MPA-AuNP surface. Compared 
with the other considered AuNPs, the more restricted protein region 
involved and the lower extent of the interaction, as confirmed also by 
fluorescence, are mainly due to the small size of MPA-AuNPs. As already 
reported,23,147–149 when the NP size decreases, the flat surface available for an 
extended interaction diminishes. The characteristics of β2m/MPA-AuNPs 
interaction did not drive NP agglomeration, as displayed by TEM images. 
The MPA-AuNP precipitates, indeed, were not irreversible and could be 
easily redispersed by sonication.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS  
The investigation of complex protein-NP systems is a target of increasing 
interest because by mastering these interactions high impact results can be 
achieved. However, the effort to understand the molecular mechanisms of 
protein-NP adsorption processes has proven to be considerably challenging. 
In this thesis the detailed description of the interaction between a widely 
employed nanoparticle, citrate-stabilized AuNP (Cit-AuNP), and a 
paradigmatic amyloidogenic protein, β2m, is presented. Different techniques 
were employed to fully characterize the system in order to obtain a clear 
picture of it. However, each technique used to fully characterize the protein-
NP system along with its advantages, brings also some drawbacks and the 
data must be carefully interpreted. Basic characterization of the system was 
done employing DLS, TEM and UV-Vis which assessed the protein 
adsorption on gold nanoparticles without NP aggregation. More specific 
information about the locations of protein conformational perturbations in 
presence of Cit-AuNPs was obtained through NMR. This technique revealed 
that the protein undergoes some minimal structural variations that do not 
compromise the overall protein native conformation suggesting a labile and 
transient interaction. The same conclusions could be drawn not only for the 
wild-type form, but also for two more amyloidogenic variants, namely D76N 
and ∆N6, though ∆N6 structure proved to be slightly more affected by NP 
presence. 15N relaxation NMR was employed also to gain deeper insights 
into the protein dynamics and the exchange process kinetic, but the protein 
concentration limits imposed by Cit-AuNPs concentration did not allow to 
reach reliable conclusion so far. Work is still going on to optimize these 
experiments. To have a thermodynamic characterization of the system, 
protein intrinsic fluorescence quenching and AuNP SPR band shift were 
exploited. By fitting the data obtained with the corresponding functions 
reported in literature, nM and µM dissociation constants were calculated 
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from fluorescence and UV-Vis experiments, respectively. These dissociation 
constants values, beyond differing by three orders of magnitude, are totally 
inconsistent with NMR results. It should be stated that the models on which 
the fitting equations rely are much different from protein-NP systems. As far 
as fluorescence is concerned, mechanisms other than static quenching, e.g. 
energy and electron transfer, are highly probable considering the plasmonic 
nature of nanoparticles. The Langmuir adsorption model used with UV-Vis 
data refers to the adsorption of a ordered monolayer of molecules on a 
surface composed of series of identical binding sites. AuNPs are known to 
present on their surface many defects such as edges and corners that exhibit 
different binding affinities. Despite being unsuitable for a quantitative 
thermodynamic characterization of protein-NP systems, these two 
spectroscopic techniques offered important proofs about the protein 
structural preservation (fluorescence), the nanoparticle absorption capacity 
(UV-Vis) and the similar extent of interaction of the three β2m variants tested 
(fluorescence and UV-Vis). QCMD experiments revealed that in presence of 
Cit-AuNPs D76N β2m presents a faster adsorption kinetics and different 
viscoelastic properties, particularly it forms less compact layers. Both these 
features suggest that Cit-AuNPs are able to reduce the association extent of 
the protein in solution. By measuring through NMR the β2m diffusion 
coefficient in presence and in absence of Cit-AuNPs, it was discovered that 
Cit-AuNPs actually interfere with the protein association by shifting the 
equilibrium towards lower molecular weight oligomers. Moreover, NMR 
showed that in presence of Cit-AuNPs the intrinsic local unfolding of a 
particular β2m variant, i.e. ∆N6, is hindered. The overall evidence of Cit-
AuNPs ability to interfere with β2m association and aggregation behaviour 
found conclusive proof in the demonstration that Cit-AuNPs are able to 
hamper D76N fibrillogenesis in vitro. Thioflavin T assays and TEM imaging 
revealed the partial inhibition of fibres formation in presence of Cit-AuNPs. 
The same aggregation kinetics measured in presence and in absence of Cit-
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AuNPs and the decrease of the NP inhibitory capability as the protein 
concentration increases suggest a competitive mechanism between the 
fibrillogenesis pathway and the protein-NP interaction. In general, all the 
consequences on protein structure and behaviour proved to propagate in the 
bulk involving more than the single shell of proteins in direct contact with 
the surface. This consideration is consistent with a dynamic turnover of 
proteins on the gold surface.  
Since with other nanoparticles, e.g. carbon nanotubes, quantum dots and 
polymeric nanoparticles, opposite results have been found concerning β2m 
fibrillogenesis, the effect of AuNP physico-chemical properties on the 
interaction pattern with β2m WT was studied. To this aim, MHA-AuNPs and 
MUTAB-AuNPs of 7.5 nm and MPA-AuNPs of 3.6 nm were prepared. β2m 
WT was incubated with these AuNPs and the samples were analysed by UV-
Vis, TEM, NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy. MHA-AuNPs have a 
destabilizing effect on the protein structure and in time cause its unfolding 
while precipitating together. β2m triggers the sudden precipitation of 
MUTAB-AuNPs by reducing the positive repulsion between them and is 
then released free in solution with minor conformational changes, at least at 
higher protein/NP ratios. With small MPA-AuNPs a strong localization of 
the interaction related to the compactness of the NP electron plasma was 
found. This interaction do not affect both the protein overall structure and 
the NP aggregation state. The results obtained with these different AuNPs 
prove that the interaction mechanisms are highly dependent on the NP 
properties and could lead to unexpected effects. 
All in all, even if a comprehensive model of bio-nano interfaces is 
starting to emerge, much more efforts must be performed to fully understand 
and manage protein-NP interactions. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly 
clear that different techniques must be employed with expert data 
interpretation. 
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6 APPENDIX 
Table A1. Relaxation rate and heteronuclear NOE values of 4 µM wild-type β2m 
measured at pH 7 in 50 mM HEPES buffer and 1.5 mM sodium citrate at 298 K. The 
errors reported for relaxation rates were calculated by systematic error variance 
averaging from repeated experiments. For NOE values errors were calculated from 
the signal-to-noise ratio.  
 
Residue R1  (s-1) 
R1 error  
(s-1) 
R2  
(s-1) 
R2 error  
(s-1) 
R1ρ  
(s-1) 
R1ρ error  
(s-1) NOE NOE error 
Ile1         
Gln2       0,354 0,051 
Arg3 2,744 0,939 9,062 2,496 8,730 2,601 0,899 0,130 
Thr4         
Pro5         
Lys6 1,964 0,519 9,217 1,988 9,145 2,018 1,000 0,144 
Ile7       0,921 0,133 
Gln8         
Val9 1,998 0,319 7,675 1,184 8,420 1,333 0,587 0,085 
Tyr10 1,918 0,310 10,313 1,631 9,721 1,389 0,801 0,116 
Ser11 1,968 0,427 12,536 1,926 9,159 1,498 0,905 0,131 
Arg12 2,348 0,450 10,864 1,923 11,217 1,668 0,939 0,136 
His13 2,094 0,371 11,105 2,978 10,893 1,526 0,989 0,143 
Pro14         
Ala15         
Glu16 1,406 0,285 11,651 2,408 10,366 1,889 0,570 0,082 
Asn17       0,650 0,094 
Gly18 1,977 0,452 12,495 2,205 11,293 1,946 0,999 0,144 
Lys19 2,409 0,420 11,261 1,449 12,650 1,696 0,481 0,069 
Ser20         
Asn21 1,423 0,231 10,177 1,428 12,150 2,648 0,981 0,141 
Phe22 3,114 0,688 10,966 2,664 10,353 1,876 0,612 0,088 
Leu23 1,926 0,281 10,828 1,433 10,218 1,555 0,926 0,134 
Asn24       0,986 0,142 
Cys25 2,144 0,463 8,626 1,462 7,454 1,437 0,804 0,116 
Tyr26 2,308 0,426 10,925 1,785 12,119 2,201 0,851 0,123 
Val27         
Ser28 2,813 0,923 14,660 4,663 11,495 3,527 0,850 0,123 
Gly29         
Phe30 2,663 0,777 14,243 2,726 9,981 1,826 0,998 0,144 
His31         
Pro32         
Ser33 1,667 0,340 12,549 2,092 12,075 2,127 0,803 0,116 
Asp34 1,698 0,211 10,743 1,170 9,936 1,000 0,871 0,126 
Ile35 1,269 0,188 10,127 1,049 9,401 0,975 0,794 0,115 
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Glu36         
Val37 1,809 0,164 8,526 0,640 8,275 0,694 0,858 0,124 
Asp38       0,556 0,080 
Leu39 2,665 0,577 12,555 2,003 9,893 1,857 0,721 0,104 
Leu40 1,938 0,416 10,078 1,645 10,435 1,856 0,646 0,093 
Lys41 1,586 0,291 11,378 1,737 8,587 1,323 0,659 0,095 
Asn42 1,853 0,216 7,483 0,758 7,611 0,757 0,715 0,103 
Gly43 2,062 0,392 10,687 1,700 7,660 1,764 0,826 0,119 
Glu44 1,649 0,209 11,420 1,317 11,666 1,204 0,845 0,122 
Arg45 2,142 0,329 9,498 1,563 7,256 1,252 0,659 0,095 
Ile46 1,645 0,329 15,231 2,862 11,232 2,005 0,753 0,109 
Glu47 1,824 0,293 10,888 1,575 14,093 1,725 0,608 0,088 
Lys48 1,751 0,236 8,884 1,190 8,711 0,979 0,625 0,090 
Val49 1,944 0,270 8,894 0,998 7,971 0,977 0,639 0,092 
Glu50 1,486 0,218 10,007 1,113 9,463 1,052 0,764 0,110 
His51         
Ser52 1,605 0,310 10,484 1,679 10,251 1,618 0,959 0,138 
Asp53         
Leu54         
Ser55       0,909 0,131 
Phe56 2,014 0,529 12,444 2,805 11,253 2,371 0,899 0,130 
Ser57         
Lys58         
Asp59       0,842 0,121 
Trp60         
Ser61         
Phe62         
Tyr63         
Leu64 2,412 0,424 11,448 1,903 8,921 1,613 0,982 0,142 
Leu65       0,728 0,105 
Tyr66 1,554 0,150 8,899 0,689 9,079 0,680 0,793 0,114 
Tyr67 2,427 0,430 12,644 1,655 8,662 1,281 0,878 0,127 
Thr68 1,565 0,247 10,151 1,536 8,447 1,193 0,781 0,113 
Glu69 1,597 0,211 8,699 1,107 7,909 1,111 0,780 0,113 
Phe70 1,962 0,366 6,406 1,174 6,637 1,516 0,512 0,074 
Thr71 1,629 0,312 6,859 1,376 7,716 1,298 0,876 0,126 
Pro72         
Thr73 1,415 0,237 9,946 1,641 7,567 1,352 0,817 0,118 
Glu74 1,632 0,406 10,271 2,353 9,017 3,512 0,680 0,098 
Lys75 1,636 0,234 9,238 1,120 8,066 1,033 0,790 0,114 
Asp76 1,970 0,264 10,008 1,189 8,000 0,908 0,878 0,127 
Glu77 1,988 0,336 9,216 1,425 11,343 1,540 0,971 0,140 
Tyr78 2,205 0,380 9,429 1,408 7,852 1,522 0,740 0,107 
Ala79 2,381 0,367 9,113 1,246 10,441 1,676 0,821 0,118 
Cys80 1,957 0,424 10,714 2,162 8,617 1,816 0,651 0,094 
Arg81 1,695 0,292 12,359 2,421 8,396 1,635 0,668 0,096 
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Val82       0,748 0,108 
Asn83 1,805 0,385 12,056 1,735 9,255 1,665 0,841 0,121 
His84 2,019 0,307 8,596 1,107 8,098 1,105 0,682 0,098 
Val85       0,808 0,117 
Thr86         
Leu87 2,096 0,380 10,420 1,494 8,614 1,103 0,814 0,117 
Ser88         
Gln89 1,788 0,206 10,095 0,960 7,539 0,758 0,731 0,105 
Pro90         
Lys91 1,823 0,292 9,654 1,305 9,017 1,279 0,895 0,129 
Ile92 1,613 0,246 9,368 1,324 9,758 1,369 0,796 0,115 
Val93 1,538 0,275 7,953 1,277 5,947 1,625 0,898 0,130 
Lys94 1,525 0,344 11,527 1,905 11,417 2,037 0,709 0,102 
Trp95 1,574 0,331 8,853 1,444 10,177 1,624 0,647 0,093 
Asp96 1,514 0,252 10,336 1,547 11,221 1,509 0,745 0,108 
Arg97 1,785 0,258 7,825 1,062 8,158 1,040 0,536 0,077 
Asp98 2,011 0,192 6,199 0,678 5,462 0,605 0,559 0,081 
Met99 1,650 0,136 3,984 0,380 4,824 0,423 0,187 0,027 
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Table A2. Relaxation rate and heteronuclear NOE values of 4 µM wild-type β2m in 
presence of 30 nM Cit-AuNPs measured at pH 7 in 50 mM HEPES buffer and 1.5 
mM sodium citrate at 298 K. The errors reported for relaxation rates were calculated 
by systematic error variance averaging from repeated experiments. For NOE values 
errors were calculated from the signal-to-noise ratio.  
 
Residue R1  (s-1) 
R1 error  
(s-1) 
R2  
(s-1) 
R2 error  
(s-1) 
R1ρ  
(s-1) 
R1ρ error  
(s-1) NOE NOE error 
Ile1         
Gln2       0,508 0,143 
Arg3 2,794 3,094 10,539 8,047 10,260 5,526 0,789 0,222 
Thr4         
Pro5         
Lys6 3,807 2,615 6,258 13,096 18,892 8,668 0,680 0,191 
Ile7       0,799 0,225 
Gln8         
Val9 1,130 0,397 9,579 2,802 11,081 2,526 0,803 0,226 
Tyr10 1,770 0,508 9,744 4,029 13,044 2,463 0,780 0,219 
Ser11 2,140 0,871 14,057 4,588 9,598 2,613 0,743 0,209 
Arg12 1,802 0,620 12,457 3,643 11,273 2,216 0,778 0,219 
His13 1,779 0,449 10,773 3,183 10,496 2,228 0,781 0,219 
Pro14         
Ala15         
Glu16 1,744 0,649 11,607 4,228 12,284 2,629 0,431 0,121 
Asn17       0,699 0,197 
Gly18 1,607 0,661 10,278 3,593 7,991 2,525 0,690 0,194 
Lys19 2,269 0,588 10,124 2,491 12,141 1,785 0,999 0,281 
Ser20         
Asn21 1,936 0,528 8,893 2,834 17,073 4,380 0,519 0,146 
Phe22 4,148 1,812 10,024 3,898 9,913 2,512 0,716 0,201 
Leu23 2,267 0,521 11,488 2,100 10,219 2,615 0,997 0,280 
Asn24       0,656 0,184 
Cys25 1,841 0,612 12,967 4,060 7,152 2,055 0,561 0,158 
Tyr26 1,909 0,616 11,965 3,882 12,598 3,895 0,874 0,246 
Val27         
Ser28 1,124 0,898 11,217 16,398 18,967 10,644 1,000 0,281 
Gly29         
Phe30 3,590 1,655 10,342 22,787 11,946 3,802 0,994 0,279 
His31         
Pro32         
Ser33 2,063 0,681 10,851 4,874 9,381 3,024 0,981 0,276 
Asp34 1,115 0,267 10,284 2,439 12,060 2,207 0,829 0,233 
Ile35 1,908 0,508 8,717 1,800 9,012 1,719 0,722 0,203 
Glu36         
Val37 1,487 0,260 9,224 1,396 9,609 1,389 0,965 0,271 
Asp38       0,776 0,218 
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Leu39 1,683 0,657 11,366 4,620 11,992 3,668 0,746 0,210 
Leu40 2,142 0,683 9,455 2,880 5,968 1,772 0,994 0,279 
Lys41 1,998 0,536 13,346 4,469 14,446 3,660 0,724 0,203 
Asn42 2,237 0,468 8,496 1,552 10,007 1,203 0,655 0,184 
Gly43 1,835 0,544 10,338 3,246 14,417 3,167 0,757 0,213 
Glu44 1,845 0,363 10,318 2,021 12,858 1,784 0,876 0,246 
Arg45 2,413 0,778 9,669 2,865 7,415 1,906 0,990 0,278 
Ile46 2,006 0,750 11,818 4,055 9,498 3,950 0,883 0,248 
Glu47 1,843 0,548 16,673 5,399 10,770 2,143 0,995 0,280 
Lys48 1,334 0,298 10,810 1,992 8,511 1,304 1,000 0,281 
Val49 1,935 0,504 9,716 2,060 9,009 1,558 0,988 0,278 
Glu50 1,688 0,587 9,634 2,497 8,387 1,612 0,730 0,205 
His51         
Ser52 2,525 0,880 11,965 3,309 10,223 2,953 0,432 0,121 
Asp53         
Leu54         
Ser55       0,797 0,224 
Phe56 2,125 1,521 13,747 10,747 9,081 4,979 0,948 0,267 
Ser57         
Lys58         
Asp59       0,608 0,171 
Trp60         
Ser61         
Phe62         
Tyr63         
Leu64 3,076 1,844 8,830 6,720 15,238 3,307 0,751 0,211 
Leu65       0,527 0,148 
Tyr66 1,844 0,268 9,655 1,417 9,264 0,888 0,641 0,180 
Tyr67 1,762 0,490 12,301 3,274 8,097 1,837 0,522 0,147 
Thr68 1,777 0,496 8,195 1,987 9,602 2,577 0,917 0,258 
Glu69 1,725 0,402 9,460 2,123 8,916 1,633 0,999 0,281 
Phe70 1,945 1,076 6,612 2,979 6,520 2,309 0,497 0,140 
Thr71 1,624 0,469 12,527 2,899 8,188 1,578 0,840 0,236 
Pro72         
Thr73 1,592 0,483 11,127 2,762 14,830 2,717 0,748 0,210 
Glu74 2,123 1,612 11,734 4,549 10,972 3,276 0,757 0,213 
Lys75 1,861 0,406 8,290 1,770 8,279 1,427 0,683 0,192 
Asp76 1,645 0,314 9,325 1,795 8,414 1,355 0,533 0,150 
Glu77 1,350 0,382 8,905 2,934 10,738 1,924 0,928 0,261 
Tyr78 1,994 0,680 9,586 2,854 9,967 2,341 0,811 0,228 
Ala79 3,057 0,774 9,881 2,164 9,096 1,717 0,852 0,239 
Cys80 1,819 0,672 11,726 3,893 9,797 2,736 0,944 0,265 
Arg81 2,343 0,739 10,321 3,787 9,363 2,312 0,871 0,245 
Val82       0,734 0,206 
Asn83 1,826 0,571 10,864 2,613 11,800 2,264 0,999 0,281 
His84 1,748 0,472 12,409 3,024 13,511 2,220 0,925 0,260 
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Val85       0,826 0,232 
Thr86         
Leu87 1,595 0,422 8,646 2,353 10,270 1,831 0,998 0,280 
Ser88         
Gln89 1,708 0,293 7,947 1,496 9,515 1,071 0,803 0,226 
Pro90         
Lys91 2,209 0,591 8,985 2,905 10,040 2,167 1,000 0,281 
Ile92 1,837 0,599 8,240 2,671 9,363 1,915 0,853 0,240 
Val93 1,769 0,495 9,742 2,485 11,497 2,124 0,636 0,179 
Lys94 1,649 0,641 11,086 3,044 9,227 3,121 0,989 0,278 
Trp95 2,563 1,015 10,439 3,583 18,092 4,129 1,000 0,281 
Asp96 3,019 1,376 10,090 4,918 3,690 7,734 0,963 0,271 
Arg97 1,853 0,740 8,951 3,555 11,541 2,744 0,782 0,220 
Asp98 2,262 0,380 6,953 1,366 5,297 0,969 0,814 0,229 
Met99 1,365 0,375 3,482 1,419 4,331 1,122 0,840 0,236 
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